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Introduction

Introduction
2017 has been a record year for ABSL and the Czech business services sector. This report sets
out the incredible growth and development of our Czech centres in the last year - and we are very
proud that this has been achieved with the support of our ABSL member network, which now
includes over 70 global and Czech firms.
Just some of the achievements for ABSL in 2017 include the following:
» The launch of ABSL Academy with over 500 business service professionals
attending our programmes in the first year of operation.
» Over 30 ABSL benchmarking events, open houses, workshops and webinars
to share best practices, build networks and develop our members capabilities.
» The ABSL Start Up initiative that has connected our sector with over 20 leading
start up firms to build cooperation and drive our mutual business forward.
» ABSL Conference took place over 2 days in Brno to showcase the incredible
achievements of our sector in the city. Over 500 business service leaders,
partners and industry experts participated in the event of the year.
» ABSL Diamonds shone a light on the amazing success stories
of our members in building some of the most innovative and
creative projects in the GBS world - from our Czech centres.
» The creation of the Vision 2025 project to set out our vision for
the future of the Czech business services sector. A unique project
with 20 business service leaders from across the Czech Republic we have included an outline of our Vision 2025 in this report.

Creating
value for our
members...

There are many more examples of Czech best practices included
in the following chapters of the report and we look forward to working
with our members on even more great projects in 2018 and beyond.
The ABSL Board of Directors
» Ota Kulhánek
Chairman of the Board of Directors, President,
Director Accenture Business Services
» Radka Bellisimo
Head of Jarden Business Services Group
» Simona Benešová
Transformation Director, BlueLink International
» Tomáš Frkal
Managing Director, Process Solutions
» David Mansfeld
Managing Director, Johnson & Johnson
» Jan Skoták
Regional Center Head, Infosys

» Jonathan Appleton
Managing Director, ABSL
» Veronika Ben Mansoura
Senior Manager, Medtronic
» Tom Desmet
Shared Services Center Lead,
Anheuser-Busch Inbev
» František Havel
Operations Manager, Novartis
» Roman Pavloušek
Global Finance SSC Manager,
Edwards/Atlas Copco
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About ABSL
What do we stand for?
Our Mission
ABSL is a platform for enhanced dialogue and collaboration within the Business Service
Community. We advocate Business Services to create a better business environment
for our members and ensure the sustainable and long term development of the industry.

Our Vision
We believe that through cooperation the business services can grow, develop and
innovate together. Becoming even stronger trusted partners and valued employers.

Our Goals

Research of the Sector
Gather and maintain business intelligence market data, key statistics and sector
insights to support existing business services and attract new investors to the CR.

Strong Public Relations
Promote the ABSL and business services through cooperation with media, PR, one-voice
response to current events, promotion of sector sucesses and organization of events.

Cooperation with Authorities
Build relationship with relevant national and local authorities to open
dialogue and cooperation to support industry interests.

Business Services Community
Build a strong community of business services leaders sharing knowledge
and cooperating on major projects designed to advanced the sector.

Cooperation with Universities
Create relationship with relevant universities to open dialogue and cooperation on
adopting education to support business needs and attract new talents to the sector.

Strategic Partnerships
Develop a network of strategic business partners helping to
advance the goals of the association and its members.
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Trends in the business service sector
in the Czech Republic
Business Services - the new black
Czech Business services is reaching 100k people and grew by almost 20% in 2017 one of the highest rates in Europe. Czech centres are providing many of the best
career opportunities in the market and the sector is booming. Recruiting becomes
PR and marketing as employers excel at attracting and retaining their key talent.
The Czech Republic now has one of the largest concentrations of Business service
talent and experience on the European continent - and the Czech GBS Hub continues
to grow as new international talent is attracted to the excellent opportunities
offered by mature Czech centres that are performing at the top of their game.

Czech Business Services - Bigger and bolder
Czech Business service Centres are growing in size, maturity and confidence. Highly
experienced teams are no longer waiting for low cost opportunities but driving change
and technology across their global platforms. No surprise in 2017 to see Front line
Customer operations and IT services move into the driving seat of Czech centres,
hungry to show their capabilities. CZ technology leads the world and is rapidly
transforming the GBS centres based in the global IT hubs of Prague, Brno and Ostrava.

Robotics - Reskilling not replacing
Lets not forget that the word Robot is a Czech invention - and it’s no surprise that
Czech service centres are leading the way with innovations in robotics and automation.
We have welcomed 1500 new robot employees into Czech centres in 2017 and this
number is increasing rapidly and transforming operations in both front and back office
functions. Czech robots are working alongside their human colleagues and driving
innovations across the spectrum of business services.
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Digital Business Services - driving the customer experience
The future of business services is customer centric and digital delivery. Czech centres
are delivering innovations in digital and robotic interfaces for their global customers
that are transforming the customer experience and building market share. We will see
huge developments in the digital services space in coming years and Czech centres are
well placed to deliver radical transformations in the GBS sector.

International Talent - the Czech advantage
Recent years have seen a surge in the numbers of international professionals
bringing their careers to the Czech Business services sector. Over 30,000 qualified
and experienced global talents are now working in Czech services and contributing
to the success of the sector and Czech economy. Global surveys show that the Czech
Republic is now one of the most popular career destinations in the world for expat
talents attracted by premium business service opportunities. This is one of the largest
global talent groups in Europe and acts as a magnet for other professionals to be part
of the Czech services success story.

Education - the key to the future success of Czech services
Business growth, Talent pool and Education are the three cornerstones for business
services. Ensuring a pipeline of skilled talents and providing world class training will
drive future growth in the Czech sector. Building on the
strong foundations of Czech technical education, the
business services sector is driving multiple initiatives
to provide fast, flexible, upskilling for its employees
and future leaders. ABSL Is strengthening links
with leading universities and building cooperation
and education projects to ensure that our sector
is ahead of the pack in developing the skill sets
for the future.

Jonathan Appleton
ABSL Managing Director
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Overview of business services centres in the Czech Republic
Source: ABSL own study
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BUSINESS SERVICES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
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100,000

19%

3
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35%

total number of jobs

total number of business services
centres

employment growth in the year 2017

number of Fortune 500 / Standard &
Poor’s index investors with business
service centres in the Czech Republic

54

number of business services centres
with at least 500 employees

average number of employees in
a Czech Business Service centre.

jobs in the sector in 2020
as forecasted by ABSL

locations with business services centres
employing more than 5000 people

average share of employed foreigners
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Distribution of business services centres
in the Czech Republic
Prague continues to dominate as the major hub of business services with almost half of all
employees located there. Brno currently hosts a quarter of the sector and Ostrava continues to be
home to 14% of the employees, similarly to previous years. However, there is a growing importance
of new emerging regions such as Olomouc, Plzeň, Liberec, České Budějovice or Hradec Králové,
which together with other locations host 16% of the sector in the Czech Republic.

2%
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11%

14%

45%

Prague
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Ostrava

Other

25%

Figure 2.1
Proportion of employees in business service centres according to location
Source: ABSL own study
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Figure 2.2
Proportion of employees in business service centres in selected cities according to centre type
Source: ABSL own study
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While Prague and Plzeň are dominated by SSCs, in other major Czech cities, captive centres
represent a minority of the sector. In Brno and Olomouc the largest share of employees within
business services work in IT outsourcing or ITO. Ostrava hosts a large share of employees both
in the ITO and shared services sectors. It is also worth noting that in the smaller cities on average
one third of employees work within R&D centres, which provide qualified skilled positions.

Location structure & assessment
In the survey the representatives of business services centres were asked for their assessment
of the local market as a place for business. They evaluated the locations according to 6 categories:
1. The availability of the right skilled talent.
2. The quality of public transport in the city where they have their main centre.
3. City accessibility for commuting and business.
4. What is the image of the city in the opinion of investors.
5. How good is the cooperation with local authorities.
6. The availability of modern office space.
Similar questions were asked also in the previous years allowing us to observe developments.
In comparison between years 2015 and 2016, when overall competition increased significantly,
this year the level of competition remains almost the same as in the previous year.
The scale was 1 to 10 where 10 means the strongest competition. The level of competition is rather
perceived positively as it still allows development and continuing investments in the business
services centres to keep their growth.
The highest-rated city in the overall satisfaction is Prague but Brno has better availability of talents
and cooperation with local authorities. In comparison with the previous year Ostrava seems to
score third in all factors that were considered in our survey. However, it can still be assessed as
one of the most promising regions for future development of business service centres.

7,6

average rating of competition between
business services centres in local markets
for year 2016

7,8

average rating of competition between
business services centres in local markets
for year 2017
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Figure 2.3
Assessment of local markets as place to do business
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Employment Growth in Business Services
Last year business service leaders predicted employment growth of 16% in 2017. In reality,
the sector exceeded this expectation and centres grew by an average of 19%. The forecasted
growth rate for 2018 is lower at 11% and the sector is well on track to reach 100,000 employees
in 2020 as predicted. Future growth rates in headcount will be determined by the level of increases
in automation and productivity as outlined in the chapter ABSL Vision 2025.
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Employment growth in business service centres
Source: ABSL own study
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88% of surveyed companies have advanced the level of services provided in the last year.
Out of these, 43% have advanced significantly. Only 12% of the surveyed companies remain
on the same level of service advancement throughout the year.
The most significant growth was reported by centres with 200-500 employees. While these
centres on average predicted a growth of 18%, in reality they grew by an impressive 28%.
A similarly high growth rate was reported by centres with less than 200 employees - 26%.
Even the largest centres reported a growth rate of 14% bringing the overall employee growth
within the sector to 19%.
In the year 2018 the centres of all sizes expect a decrease in the growth rate bringing
the average to 11% as the centres mature, developing automation and increasing
in productivity.

% of centers that grew

Average % growth

Size

2017

2018

2017

2018

<200

75%

80%

26%

14%

200-500

90%

100%

28%

22%

>500

88%

93%

14%

11%

Total

83%

85%

19%

11%

Figure 2.6
Growth of employee numbers in business services in 2017 and forecast for 2018 according to centre size
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

28%

Employee growth of middle-sized centres in 2017
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The highest levels of growth were reported by hybrid centres, combining services for both internal
and external clients. These centres grew their employee base by 26%. However, in 2018 these
centres expect the lowest increase in employee numbers - only by 7%. In comparison, outsourcing
centres grew in 2017 by 9% but in 2018 expect significant growth of 18%.

% of centers that predict growth

Average % growth

Type

2017

2018

2017

2018

Commercial provider / outsourcing Service Center

60%

100%

9%

18%

Hybrid model (both internal and external clients)

88%

100%

26%

7%

Internal unit / captive Service Center

84%

84%

16%

12%

Total

80%

89%

19%

11%

Figure 2.7
Growth of employee numbers in business services in
2017 and forecast for 2018 according to centre types
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

26%

Employee growth in centres with hybrid
model.

CENTRES’ PLANS FOR THE NEXT 2 YEARS

81%

12%

of centres plan expansion of activities
in the next 2 years

of centres plan to stabilize and
optimize the current activities

0

6%

None of the surveyed companies
are planning to reduce their activities
or stay at the same level of volume
or scope of activities.

of centres have other plans such
as increasing the complexity of
services provided while reducing
the transactional tasks served
or expanding and optimizing.
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In the upcoming 2 years the centres plan to change and develop their scope of services. The vast
majority, 81%, plan to expand their activities and 63% of the centres plan to provide service to new
customers. Only 18% of the centres plan to focus on optimizing and stabilizing the current scope
of provided services or have similar aspirations.
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new activities, new customers

43%
20%

Expansion of activities –
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18%

Expansion of activities –
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12%
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Figure 2.8
Business service centres’ plan to change their activities in the next 2 years
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

Employment structure of business services
centres by size
The typical business services centre in the Czech Republic on average employs 385 employees
which is about 50 employees more than last year. 10% of business services centres employ more
than 1 000 employees with the largest centres exceeding 1 500 employees. 33% of centres employ
more than 500 employees which has increased from the year 2016 by 13%. We also see an increase
of employment within the centres in the middle range 200-500 employees by 47% - which is 23%
more than in the year 2016.

385

average number of employees in the business
services in the Czech Republic
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33%
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Figure 2.9
Number of business services centres by employees count
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

Services delivered by business services
centres
Nearly half of the Czech Business Services sector ( 46%) perform the function of captive or internal
shared services. More than a third of the sector, however, are centres outsourcing IT processes
including software development. There is also a substantial segment of R&D centres employing
12% of the total workforce within the business services sector.
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34%
SSC
ITO
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Figure 2.10
Structure of employment in business services centres according to the centre type
Source: ABSL own study
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Figure 2.11
The structure of employment in business service centers by categories of supported business processes
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Figure 2.12
Employment structure of business service centres by function category
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Figure 2.13
Employment structure of business services centres by business process
categories supported at centres with different organizational model
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

Countries of origin of business service centres
The largest investors in Czech Business Services are USA and Germany - accounting for nearly
40% of all service centres in the country. This trend continues to increase and the Czech Republic
is now the business services hub for 30 of the US Fortune 500/S&P global investors. The Czech
services success story continues and the third largest segment of the sector are homegrown
Czech service centres.
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Figure 2.14
Structure of employment at business service centres by parent company headquarter location
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Figure 2.15
Structure of business service centers by parent company industry
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Figure 2.16
Industry structure of companies (external and internal customers) supported
by business service centres located in the Czech Republic
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Types of Services delivered by Czech
business services.
Czech BSCs are growing in both size and complexity - and delivering an increasing range
of services to their customers. Finance and Accounting and HR processes are the leaders
of the services portfolio delivered by 85% and 76% of all centres respectively. Over 60% of all
Czech centres are now delivering both customer services and IT operations. Supply chain
and logistics services are now being delivered by 43% of Czech BSCs and have become one
of the fastest growing service areas.
As Czech centres become more multifunctional (85% in 2017) they are supporting an increasing
number of business processes. In 2017 the average number of business processes has risen
sharply by 33% to 4.1 process categories per centre. This trend can be observed across the sector
and is one of the key drivers of growth in the Czech sector. Put simply, bigger centres are providing
a broader range of services, requiring more experienced talent as they grow.
In 2017, Czech centres increased in maturity with 65% of all processes provided in the advanced
or partner stage, compared with 61% in 2016. This evolution has provided a stable foundation to
develop analytical, predictive and reporting capabilities. Data analytics services are now provided
by 1 out of 3 Czech centres as they provide business insights that drive both top and bottom line
growth for their global clients.
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85%

HR

76%

Customer Operations

63%

IT (incl. software development)

61%

Other

54%

Supply Chain Management

43%

Banking, Insurance, Financial Services (BIFS)
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Figure 2.17
The structure of business process categories in business service centres
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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85%

of centres are multifunctional units and
support more than 1 business process

4.1

average number of business processes
supported by the business service centres

NEW BUSINESS PROCESSES 2017
What process categories did Czech business services centres
start supporting in 2017 most frequently compared to 2016?

Finance & Accounting: Master Data Management
Document Management
HR: Talent Management
IT Services: Enabling Services
Banking Specific Processes: e.g. corporate
payments, loans, mortgage, fraud-risk
management, deposits management etc.

14

average number of business process
categories supported by the business
services centres
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Finance & Accounting (F&A): Accounts Receivable

72%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Accounts Payable

74%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Travel & Expenses

66%
68%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): General Ledger & Reporting
Finance & Accounting (F&A): Business Controlling

45%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Treasury

40%
60%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Cash Collection
49%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Master Data Management
Procurement: Strategic Procurement

21%

Procurement: Operational Procurement

34%

Data Analytics: Perform predictive analytics and/or optimization

21%

Data Analytics: Develop & Deliver insights

28%

Data Analytics: Analyze historical data to discover trends

30%

Data Analytics: Gather and aggregate enterprise data

21%

Data Analytics: Provide requested report to the enterprise

32%

HR: Recruitment

43%

HR: Talent Management

32%

HR: Mobility

19%

HR: Payroll

45%

HR: Compensation & Benefits

38%

HR: HR Administration & Reporting

32%

Document Management
Marketing: Strategic Marketing

6%

Marketing: Operational Marketing

15%

Customer Operations: Sales & Account Mgmt Support

32%

Customer Operations: Fulfillment

21%

Customer Operations: Customer Helpdesk

30%

Knowledge Management: Knowledge Database Management

17%

IT Services: User support / Service Desk

34%
30%

IT Services: Application Lifecycle Management (incl. software development)
IT Services: Infrastructure Management / Support

30%

IT Services: Information Security

23%

IT Services: Request Fulfillment / process execution (BPO)

19%

IT Services: Enabling Services

13%

IT Services: Automatization / Optimization of Service Delivery (cost, quality)

26%

IT Services: Other IT services

11%

Project Management Office

32%

Business Process Transformation

28%

Supply Chain Management (Plan to Deliver)

15%

Research & Development (other than software development)

6%

Banking Specific Processes

9%

Insurance Specific Processes

11%

Capital Markets Specific Processes

6%

Industrial & Consumer Goods Specific Processes

4%

Professional Services Specific Processes

13%

Consumer Services (Media, Retail, Travel & Leisure) Specific Processes

15%

Technology & Telecom Specific Processes

6%

Consumer Services (Media, Retail, Travel & Leisure) Specific Processes

2%

Health Care Specific Processes

4%
2%

Public Sector Specific Processes
Other services

9%
0

Figure 2.18
Process categories supported by business services
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Finance & Accounting (F&A): Accounts Receivable 3%

32%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Accounts Payable

34%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Travel & Expenses 3%
Finance & Accounting (F&A): General Ledger & Reporting

49%
39%

6%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Business Controlling

30%

10%

7%

19%

50%

20%
38%

36%

10%

20%
10%

65%
53%

33%
11%

11%

20%

53%

20%

6%

22%

33%

29%

39%

HR: HR Administration & Reporting 4%
14%

Marketing: Operational Marketing

14%

17%

39%
58%

17%

Document Management

13%

56%

38%

HR: Payroll

14%

50%

20%

HR: Recruitment 5%

15%

43%

27%

HR: Mobility

30%

31%

HR: Talent Management

HR: Compensation & Benefits

30%

20%

Data Analytics: Provide requested report to the enterprise

26%

50%

15%

Data Analytics: Gather and aggregate enterprise data

21%
22%

31%

Data Analytics: Develop & Deliver insights

16%

50%

10%

Data Analytics: Perform predictive analytics and/or optimization

19%

42%

48%

Procurement: Operational Procurement

Data Analytics: Analyze historical data to discover trends

38%

25%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Master Data Management 4%
Procurement: Strategic Procurement

25%

32%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Cash Collection 4%

16%

38%
29%

11%

17%

42%

31%

14%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Treasury

15%

50%

21%

50%

36%

43%

Customer Operations: Sales & Account Mgmt Support

14%

29%
53%

27%

20%

Customer Operations: Fulfillment

20%

60%

20%

Customer Operations: Customer Helpdesk

21%

57%

21%

Knowledge Management: Knowledge Database Management

38%

IT Services: User support / Service Desk
IT Services: Application Lifecycle Management
(incl. software development)

21%

IT Services: Infrastructure Management / Support

21%

63%
63%

31%

IT Services: Information Security

9%

IT Services: Request Fulfillment / process execution (BPO)

6%
7%

71%

14%

64%
73%

18%
22%

22%

56%

IT Services: Enabling Services

83%

IT Services: Automatization / Optimization of Service Delivery

8%

Project Management Office

33%

Business Process Transformation

17%

8%

33%

33%
31%

Supply Chain Management (Plan to Deliver)

23%

38%
57%

Professional Services Specific Processes

17%

Consumer Services (Media, Retail, Travel & Leisure) Specific Processes
0

20%

Rookie

Figure 2.19
List of selected process categories at business service centres - maturity level
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Finance & Accounting (F&A): Accounts Receivable

22%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Accounts Payable

21%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Travel & Expenses

21%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): General Ledger & Reporting

47%
58%

29%

61%

26%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Treasury

21%

53%

33%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Cash Collection

21%

50%

18%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Business Controlling

31%

31%

Finance & Accounting (F&A): Master Data Management

21%

44%

22%

38%

31%

36%

50%

Procurement: Strategic Procurement

14%

56%

Procurement: Operational Procurement

33%

29%

Data Analytics: Perform predictive analytics and/oroptimization

44%

Data Analytics: Develop & Deliver insights

44%

25%

Data Analytics: Analyze historical data to discover trends

25%
54%

33%

Data Analytics: Provide requested report to the enterprise

22%
57%

17%

HR: Talent Management

33%
67%

29%

HR: Payroll

13%

HR: HR Administration & Reporting

14%

8%

29%

11%

HR: Compensation & Benefits

43%

44%

44%

38%

50%
52%

Document Management

33%

42%

Customer Operations: Sales & Account Mgmt Support

42%

50%

Customer Operations: Fulfillment

23%

75%
31%

IT Services: Application Lifecycle Management
(incl. software development)

10%

46%

13%

IT Services: User support / Service Desk

29%
40%

31%

Knowledge Management: Knowledge Database Management

17%

21%

50%

Customer Operations: Customer Helpdesk

7%

50%

25%

HR: Mobility

15%

44%

36%

HR: Recruitment

11%

50%

31%

Data Analytics: Gather and aggregate enterprise data

11%
36%

36%

13%
50%

36%

IT Services: Infrastructure Management / Support

19%

50%

36%

IT Services: Information Security

14%

57%
55%

7%

18%

IT Services: Request Fulfillment / process execution (BPO)

27%

78%

IT Services: Enabling Services

11%

83%

IT Services: Automatization / Optimization of Service Delivery

58%

Project Management Office

33%

31%

Business Process Transformation
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50%
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50%
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8%
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33%

Supply Chain Management (Plan to Deliver)

11%
17%

20%

17%
30%

Global

Figure 2.20
List of selected process categories at business service centres - process owner
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Geographical scope of services delivered
from the Czech Republic
Compared to the previous year Czech centres have increased their geographical scope of delivered
services. While in 2016 20% provided services globally and 6% to only a single country, a year later 31%
are now providing services globally and none of the surveyed companies focus solely on one country.

69%
0

10%

20%

30%

Specific countries or regions supported

31%
40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Global reach supported
90%

100%

Figure 2.21
Proportion of business services centres according to the region supported
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

The geographical scope of provided services grew steadily across all regions - most notably
the Czech Republic, Middle East & Africa and Western Europe. Czech centres provide full global
delivery including the Americas and Asia, making the Czech Republic a truly global delivery hub
for advanced business services.

80%
34%

76%

North
America

CEE
(excl. Czech Republic)

Czech Republic

90%
Western
Europe

16%
50%

14%
South
America

Figure 2.22
Proportion of business services centres supporting the selected regions
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Robotics and Automation
The scale and scope of automation continues to increase in Czech business centres in 2017
with impressive results across the service spectrum. From frontline customer services bots
to HR contracting robots and the introduction of AI tools into finance processes, Czech centres
are well ahead of the robotics curve.
The rise of robots in the sector is being driven by Czech centres as they develop centres of expertise
in robotics and leverage new technologies across their global platforms. Rather than replacing
employees, we observe significant reskilling and redeployment of talent to higher value functions
within centres. This human-automation approach has accelerated significantly in 2017 and the
focus for coming years will be driving efficiencies and extending scope through further automation.
The majority of Czech centres have already adopted robotics strategies and are well positionned
to take advantage of new technologies as they arise. The pace of technology change in the sector
is facilitated by the strong supply of Czech start ups and the reputation for the Czech Republic
as a technology talent hub.

ROBOTS PROVIDE IN THE BUSINESS SERVICES SECTOR:

2%

1 500

8

95%

of the Czech Business services
workforce

full-time employees per centre
are Robots.

new robot employees in the
Czech Republic within the sector

of automation initiatives in the business
service centres are driven directly by
their inputs or in the combination of
their inputs and external sources.
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72%

Finance & Accounting (F&A)
44%

IT services
39%

HR
28%

Customer Operations
22%

Supply Chain Management
11%

Other services not mentioned above
6%

Banking, Insurance, Financial Services (BIFS)
0
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40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Figure 2.23
Scope of services that are automated in the business services centres
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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90%

Combination (outside and inside the center)

100%

Figure 2.24
Driver of automation intiatives in the business service centers
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Figure 2.25
Methods likely to be used by business services centers in the upcoming year to increase automation
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Information Technology Services
In this years survey, we have focussed on the rise of IT services as key driver of growth and
maturity in the business services sector. Nearly half or 45% of Czech business service centers
are providing Information Technology services for their clients and this portfolio is increasing
year on year.
Prague, Brno and Ostrava have become major IT hubs for the worlds leading global companies
and the Czech Republic has earned a reputation as a global hub for IT excellence and talent.
As the sector moves closer towards Digital Business Services, Czech centres are in an excellent
position for developing future IT capabilities that drive and enhance future services and
customer experiences.

83%

13%

of business services IT teams are
part of a global IT team with which
they cooperate / interact daily

22%
65%

Internal clients - other businesses within your organization
Both internal and external clients
External clients - other businesses outside of your organization

Figure 2.26
Percentage of business services centers providing IT Services according to the type of the clients
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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ITIL
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33%
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13%
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Other
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Figure 2.27
Methodologies used by business services centers to manage their IT Services
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

80%

of business services centers use ITIL
methodology to manage their IT Services.
Other options usually include own internal
methodology or KCS.
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Spiral

7%
21%

Other*
0

10%

20%

30%

Figure 2.28
Software development methodologies used by business services centers
* Other used methodologies include SCRUM or own methodology such as GATE.
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Human Capital in the Business Services
sector
In this section, we focus on the Human Capital overview of our sector. Business services
is a people-driven business and invests significantly in the talent pool of the country and region.
The future growth and prosperity of Czech business services is directly linked to the development
of a skilled, flexible and innovative workforce. As outlined in this chapter, Czech service centres
are responding proactively to the challenges of future talent and working proactively to support
and build the success of the business services ecosystem.
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73%

70%

33

9%

35%

70%

93%

of employees within the business
services centres in the CZ are employed
on a full time basis

of business services centres employ
at least 90% of their employees on full
time basis

of business services centres employ at
least 20% of their employees on a part
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average share of business services
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of business services centres employ
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number of languages used at business
services centres in the Czech Republic

average share of foreigners among
employees in business services centers

of business services centres employ
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2%

1%
Full Time

7%

Part Time
Contractors / Agency
Contractors / Freelancers

90%

90%
Figure 2.29
Structure of employment in the business services centers according to the employment status
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

4%
30%

Secondary School (or equivalent)
Master/Bachelor Degree (or equivalent)
Post graduate/Professional Cert. (ACCA, CIMA, MBA, ITIL, etc.)

Figure 2.30
Level of education of employees in the business services centres
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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LANGUAGES USED AT BUSINESS SERVICES CENTRES
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Figure 2.31
Languages used at the business services centres
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

Compared to the year 2016, 2 new languages are supported by business
services centres in the Czech Republic: Japanese and Lithuanian
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Foreigners in business services
The success of Czech business services is greatly enhanced by the availability of global
talent to provide international languages and experience. This has grown even further in 2017,
with international staff accounting for 35% of the sector compared to 33% last year. This is one
of the largest global talent pools in the region and Europe, providing the country with a huge
resource for future growth and development.
Recent global Expat surveys eg. HSBC have shown that the Czech Republic is in the top 3 global
destinations for international talent. The Business services sector is driving this inflow of talent
and providing a rich, diverse pool of experience for the future of the sector.

35%

14%

81%

80%

the proportion of Foreign or Expat
employees in Czech business service
centres.

of business services centres employ
at least 10% of foreigners.

33%

of business services centres employ
more foreigners than local staff.

of business services centres
employ at least 70% of foreigners.

the maximum share of foreigners
in one business services centre.
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FOREIGNERS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

493 000

221 000

Foreigners in the Czech Republic

Foreigners with long-term residence
over 90 days

272 000

Foreigners with permanent residence
Source: Ministry of Interior, August 2017
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3 810

Dutch
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Spanish
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Korean
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Japanese
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Figure 2.32
Numbers of foreigners in the CZ with a temporary and permanent type of stay according to language
Source: Ministry of Interior, February 2017
Note: E
 nglish - Australia, Canada, Ireland, Great Britain, United States, South Africa, Malta, New Zealand
Spanish: Ecuador, Chile, Cuba, Mexico, Peru, Spain, Venezuela
German: Germany, Austria, Switzerland
French: France, Belgium
Scandinavian: Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Iceland
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Recruitment
The average recruitment lead time in business services within the Czech Republic is 7.1 weeks.
This has increased from 6 weeks in 2016 and reflects the level of competition for talents
in the marketplace.
Recruitment times are highly dependent on the requirements of the role, especially according
to the language skills required from the candidates.
The recruitment lead time of candidates with no foreign language required is 4.4 weeks. Searching
for an English only candidate takes in average 6.7 weeks. When seeking for English plus non EU language
the recruitment lead time is 8.6 weeks. The highest recruitment lead time is for candidates with English
and other EU language it rises - 8.7 weeks.
The healthy competition between centres to attract new talent is encouraging innovative
new approaches to employer branding and the business services sector is leading the way
as Employers of Choice in the competitive Czech marketplace.
When building employer brand the surveyed centres focus the most on working practices,
such as flexible working hours but also pay attention to performance management, salary,
benefit packages and organisation values. Interestingly, despite increasing competition for talent,
the main driver for Employer branding is Company culture and working practices, rather than salary
packages. This is encouraging for future growth of the sector and ensuring that Czech centres stay
at the forefront of the battle for talent.
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Figure 2.33
Importance of elements of employer brand to attract candidates to business services
*(performance management, coaching, SMART goals, weekly feedback, retraining, other,..)
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS COMPANIES CONSIDER
CRUCIAL TO ATTRACTING TALENTS

Attrition
In the year 2017 the average attrition rate in the surveyed business services centres was 19%.
This represents an increase of 1% in comparison to the year 2016. The majority of the company
leavers were voluntary with only 18% of involuntary dismissals in the sector. The survey also indicated
that a larger proportion of the leavers were Czech natives who represent the majority of the workforce.
Furthermore, employee attrition was significantly higher at the agent level with 85% of the leavers
at the front line level - compared to 15% of the leavers leaving the companies from middle and
senior management roles.
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Figure 2.34
Average profile of employees leaving the business services centres
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Retention
In the current job market situation, the value of loyal employees is key to the success of the business.
Czech centres are recognizing this new imperative with an increased focus and innovations in the area
of retention, which is promoted through a number of tools.
72% focus on developing a strong company culture to enable their employees to identify with
the company values. 60% of companies keep employees motivated by performance based pay,
like variable bonuses. 56% of companies also allow flexible working practices or job sharing.
Apart from these 51% of the companies also focus on building a company brand with good reputation.

Focus on developing strong company culture

72%

Performance based pay (eg. Variable bonuses]

60%

job sharing/flexible work practices

56%

Focus on building company brand / reputation

51%

Financial support for continuing education

49%

Multi-function opportunities

40%

Job rotation outside of business service
center into other area of the business

33%

Other

23%
0

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Figure 2.35
Introduced measures to improve retention in business services companies
Other: Home office, clear focus on internal customers, job rotation, transparent communication, career paths,
leadership and development - line manager effectiveness, support of commuting to work, wellness and corporate
social responsibility, flexible working hours, development program based on results of psychometrics
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

The recent Randstad Survey 2017 has illustrated that for job-seeking students some
of the crucial factors when choosing the future employer are the brand of the company
or the overall company environment.
The Randstad Survey 2017 reveals that the recruitment and retention strategies adopted by
business services centres are in line with what the job-seekers actually value. This likely contributes
to the sector being able to grow at the given rate even in regions with low unemployment levels.

70%

80%
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94%

Meal vouchers, Flexipass, Cafeteria
85%

Travel allowance
Multisport card

81%

Professional growth and education

72%

Quick growth within the company structure

72%

Flexible working hours

67%

Salary possibilities, for foreigners also expat program, relocation

65%

High-tech company environment - what is the story story behind?

63%
61%

Brand of the company/social responsibility – for whom I will work
0
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70%

80%

90%

100%

Figure 2.36
What candidates (students) are interesting in when looking for a job in companies
Source: Randstad Survey 2017 (2180 students over 18 months)

Employee Benefits
The most popular benefit among business services centres are still meal vouchers or subsidized
lunches provided by 96% of business services centres. Very popular are also sports activities,
which are supported at 76% of centres. Due to the high demand for knowledge of foreign languages
76% of centres are offering subsidized/paid language courses as a benefit.
As illustrated above, one of the most requested benefits for job-seekers are flexible working hours /
home office. Within the business services in the Czech Republic flexible hours are offered by 80%
of surveyed companies. At non-management levels the home office is offered by 60% of the surveyed
companies and with more senior roles this percentage increases up to 80%.

80%

of business services centres allow
flexible working hours even at
non-managerial roles

53%

business services centres use cafeteria
system for non-financial benefits which
is about 4% more than in the year 2016
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Agent level (nonmanagement staff)

1st line
management

Senior
management

Vouchers for lunches / Lunch cards

96%

91%

87%

Flexible working hours

80%

82%

87%

Sports entertainment

76%

71%

69%

Subsidizing language courses

76%

69%

64%

Pension fund

71%

69%

64%

Additional paid days off

64%

60%

60%

Free fruits in the Office

60%

56%

53%

Possibility for Home Office

60%

82%

80%

Cafeteria system

53%

51%

51%

Life insurance

47%

42%

47%

Leasure trips / activities

44%

42%

40%

Subsidizing (postgraduate) studies or other professional courses

40%

40%

42%

Travel cost cover / commute to work

18%

16%

13%

Medical pack

18%

16%

29%

Service Center-provided mobile phone for personal use

16%

44%

51%

Preferential share purchase options

13%

13%

29%

Child care / infant care subsidies; Service Center kindergarten

9%

9%

9%

Additional health insurance (other than a medical pack)

7%

4%

7%

Other (please specify)

7%

4%

9%

Figure 2.37
Employee benefits offered by the business services centers at various seniority levels
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

Homeoffice/Flexible working hours

98%

Work & Play environment

93%

Cafeteria

90%

Multisport karta

89%

Travel allowance

85%

Dog friendly/ Baby Friendly office

80%
75%

6 weeks of vacation
Pension insurance

72%

Above standard medical care

57%

Life insurance

50%
0

10%

Figure 2.38
Employee’s benefits requested by candidates
Source: Randstad Survey 2017
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Diversity and Corporate Social Responsibility
The Business Services sector in the Czech Republic is one of the most diverse, open and socially
responsible areas of business in the country and CEE region. Czech centres are at the vanguard
of progressive employment policies and have developed a wide range of social cooperation
projects to support local and regional communities. We can expect further innovations in these
areas as Czech centres leverage diversity and philanthropy to ensure their continued growth and
a pipeline of future talent.
The high proportion of female employees in the sector means that creative strategies for supporting
working mothers during maternity leave and encouraging mothers to return to employment with
flexible part time packages are at the forefront of centres activities. We are seeing a broader approach
to active employment of older experienced staff, combined with progressive policies for the inclusion
of disabilities and excluded groups into the workforce.

56%

54%

is the average number of female
employees at business services centres

women at 1st line management

59%

42%

women at operational staff

women at senior management

Source: ABSL Survey 2017

Supporting mothers after maternity leave - part time/other support

72%

Actively attracting people with different ages 25 - 40 years old

72%

Actively attracting people with different ages 40+

36%

Actively attracting people with disabilities

21%

Other

13%

Making steps to employ the long-term unemployed (eg. long term illness)

5%
0

Figure 2.39
Methods used within business services centers to address diversity
Source: ABSL Survey
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Among other diversity strategies are the active attraction and recruitment of people of different
race, cultures and geographies into the business service centres, which have become truly global
centres, employing professionals from more than 50 different nationalities.

Environmental friendly activities

68%

Close regular cooperation with NGO(s)

53%

Taking care of people with disabilities

41%

Other

32%

Taking care of elderly people

26%

Taking care of people from socially excluded area/group

26%
0

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Figure 2.40
Volunteering/charity programmes in business services
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

70%

of business services centres have some
kind of volunteering/charity programme

This represents a huge contribution to the Czech and global community from the 90,000 employees in
the sector and is forecast to increase in future years as centres leverage their CSR activities to provide
a meaningful contribution from their employees and sponsors. Corporate activities are mostly selected
and run by internal committees that consists of volunteers across the company. Apart from financial
contributions to selected charities, days off dedicated to volunteering activities are also very popular.
Examples of some activities are: taking care of children in need, financial support of an orphanage,
global program to support kindergarten in Cape Town, supporting badminton tournament for
disabled people, close cooperation with school for children with hearing impairment, woodland
revitalisation but also supporting local artists.

60%

70%

80%

Business services sector in the Czech Republic
Chapter Content Provider: ABSL and ACCA
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Education and Business Services
The pace of change in business services is accelerating as digital technologies and automation
transform the landscape globally. The future success of the sector will be built on services and
skillsets that are radically different from today. In the same way that todays Centres of Excellence
bear little resemblance to their foundations a decade or more ago.
The key to future success in this rapidly changing environment is education - building and developing
skillsets to keep Czech services ahead of the curve. This involves leveraging the strong foundations
of our educational system, whilst building new partnerships that challenge the status quo and enable
new educational approaches to meet the future.
In this chapter we focus on the current state of the Czech University educational system as the cornerstone of talent supply for our sector. We then shift our focus to what Czech Business
Services centres are doing in the education space to develop their talents and provide a challenge
from one of the worlds leading educational bodies ACCA on the future of education in the business
services sector.

UNIVERSITIES

66

311,367

26

77,328

Number of Universities
in the Czech Republic

Universities are public

Number of students in the Czech
Republic in the year 2016/2017

Number of graduates in the Czech
Republic in the year 2016/2017
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30 641

31 295
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ICT
Business Administration Studies*

1 608

2 641

6 936
2 649

3 150

23 529
633
1 521
486

3 343

1

391

1 556
2 509

1 273
4 592
78
3 901
735

Vysocina

Moravia-Silesia

Olomouc

3 561

331
1 097
330
2 183

Central Bohemia

8 615
11 700
5 015

Pardubice

1 036

40
1 052

Prague

Plzen

1 740
330

976
1 748
895
3 873
284

1 743
1 401
1 058
3 283
303

Hradec Kralove
2 955

4 015

16
253
Karlovy Vary

Languages

14 185

Liberec

Programmes at technical faculties**

1 367
1 565

633
1 521
486
2 649
390

Usti nad Labem

10 334

258
1 857
68
508
693

Electrical Engineering

Zlin
South Moravia

South Bohemia

Figure 3.0
Source: Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, 2017

ICT
Business Administration Studies*

14%

31%

7%

6%

42%

Electrical Engineering
Programmes at technical faculties**
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Languages

Figure 3.1
Students of Languages, Electrical Engineering, ICT, Business Administration and programmes
at technical faculties in the Czech Republic (academic year 2016/2017)
*HR Studies included
**not only technical programmes
Source: Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, 2017 (via Czechinvest)
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Collaboration between business services
centres and universities
Business services centres mostly cooperate with universities on recruiting future employees
(60%), usually companies attend job fairs organized by universities. 22% of centres do not work
with universities at all locally and 16% of companies do not have any program for university
students globally. There are several Czech centres that have been proactive in developing joint
university collaborations and they successfully organize various types of joint conferences or
educational projects. They work on joint study programs or research projects, and provide thesis
opportunities for students.
However, for a continued growth of business services sector it is crucial to expand
the level of collaboration between the centres and universities. There are several Czech centres
that have been proactive in developing joint university collaborations and they successfully
organize various types of joint conferences or educational projects. They work on joint study
programs or research projects, and provide thesis opportunities for students.

Recruiting future employees

60%

The business service center doesn’t cooperate with universities

22%

Not applicable - the company doesn’t cooperate with universities globally

16%
13%

Joint conferences
Joint educational projects

11%

Joint training courses

9%

Joint research projects

7%

Joint studies

7%
0

Figure 3.2
Types of collaboration between business services centres and universities
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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40%

Training & Development
The survey has shown that all companies are providing induction and introduction training for new
recruits in order to quickly adapt in the company. Companies are also widely supporting language
competencies of their employees. Employers are increasingly focused on developing soft skills
for employees and future leaders rather than training them predominantly in hard or technical skills.
Therefore one of the most popular trainings in business services centres are those of specialized
on management and coaching skills, time management etc.

50%

60%
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Majority of business services centres still prefer face to face classroom in a closed group,
which is usually consisting of the employees of their company. However, we may see that
technology is influencing these methods with virtual classroom and e-learning gaining
increasing popularity.
Increased investment in education in the sector is leading some centres to develop more
sophisticated approaches to measure the return on investment or ROI in training. 40% of
centres ensure the value of training activity by direct measurement in behaviours or productivity
of employees. This is expected to increase in popularity as centres invest more heavily to build
future skillsets and ensure new business growth through employee development.

38

average number of training hours per year
provided by business services centres
to their employees

100%

Induction / Introduction (company and process specific onboarding)
30%

Language competencies incl. certifications
23%

Compliance management

19%

Time management

15%

Quality management
Management & coaching skills

13%

Change management

13%
7%

Computer & Internet Technology incl. CISA, ITIL, etc.

6%

Project Management incl. PMP, Agile, Scrum, etc.

6%

Finance & Accounting incl. CIMA, CIA, ACCA, CFA, etc.

4%

Business Analysis incl. 6 Sigma, CBAP, etc.
Business Services context incl. GBS

1%

Human Resources incl. CIPD

0%

Supply Chain incl. APICS

0%

Marketing incl. CIM

0%
0

10%

20%

30%

Figure 3.3
Percentage of employees receiving specific trainings within business services centres
Source: ABSL Survey 2017
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Management & coaching skills

66%

Finance & Accounting incl. CIMA, CIA, ACCA, CFA, etc.

55%

Language competencies incl. certifications

50%

Project Management incl. PMP, Agile, Scrum, etc.

39%

Change management

32%

Computer & Internet Technology incl. CISA, ITIL, etc.

27%

Time management

27%

Business Analysis incl. 6 Sigma, CBAP, etc.

25%

Quality management

23%

Business Services context incl. GBS

14%

Compliance management

14%

Other (eg. Customer Centricity CX, Lean Sigma,
Crosstraining, Selfcoaching)

11%
9%

Human Resources incl. CIPD
0

20%

10%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Figure 3.4
The most crucial development areas of employees in order to meet goals of business services centres
Source: ABSL Survey 2017

Face to face tailored classroom training
(on site - company-only closed group)
Face to face classroom training (off site - mixed open group)

16%

Virtual classrooms live webinars

17%

26%

42%

29%

75%

Self learning at employees' own pace - recorded sessions

26%

34%

49%
10%

20%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Not use at all

Use often

Use occasionally

Use widely

8%
13%

39%
30%

5%
12%

17%

26%

2%
0

Figure 3.5
Training methods used in business services centres
Source: ABSL Survey 2017 (Q37)

28%

51%
41%

eLearning on mobile / PC

Individual training / coaching / mentoring

33%
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80%
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Survey participants after the training to identify the learning
outcomes they are taking away and their satisfaction level

72%

Survey participants before the training to identify their
individual expectations

47%

Evaluation by the manager of the change in employee
activity and productivity before and after the training

40%

Survey participants several months after the training to
measure the effectiveness of the training program and
material to meet business goals

16%

No systems in place - A lack of awareness of techniques to
manage the ROI made in training investments

14%

No systems in place - A lack of time to manage
reviews and changes

7%

No systems in place - Training is not currently seen
as an investment by managers

7%
10%

0

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Figure 3.6
Management of Return of Investments (ROI) in trainings in business service centres
Source: ABSL Survey 2017 (Q38)

Education Trends in Global
Business Services
The business services sector is undergoing significant change, driven by a wide variety of factors
such as changing regulation and governance, increased business expectations, the continued rise
of globalisation, evolving demographics and the ascent of digital technologies.

Rate of change and economic volatility

72%

42%

Broadening expectations of business value

74%

42%

Development of intelligent automation

79%

55%

Adoption of cloud computing

79%

41%

Greater harmonisation of accounting
and business standards

81%

42%
0
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Certainty of impact

30%

40%
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Size of impact

Figure 3.7
External factors considered to be most certain to have an impact in the next 2-10 years
Source: ACCA
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While these changes offer significant opportunity for the business services sector, they also
bring with them significant challenges, and many companies are struggling to adapt. So what
do organisations within the business services sector need to do to cope with these changes?

The impact of learning on the business
services sector
Findings from ACCA’s Generation Next survey have shown the importance of learning
opportunities as the second most decisive retention factor for younger professionals.
In a business services environment, finance experience is increasingly perceived as a valuable
induction to building key business-wide skills, a fact also emphasised by industry experts and
business services leaders (ACCA 2017). Business services employees can acquire - and build basic technical mastery skills, but because of the nature of such organisations, they also need
to acquire other capabilities: analytics, operational excellence, process knowledge, customer
service skills, programme management and, sometimes, specific skills such as Lean and Six
Sigma. Coupled with skills in communication and influencing, harnessed as part of the natural
requirements of servicing the business, it is easy to see how these types of environment can be
powerful in building a rich range of complementary skills that are valuable across the enterprise,
with core technical capabilities as the bedrock. As these skills are transferable, they provide
greater opportunities for developing a more ‘lattice’ career structure that can satisfy appetites for
progression, development and diversification of skills, and moves into more general business roles.
Not only does this develop higher performing teams, but also can have a significantly positive
impact on recruitment, employee satisfaction and retention.

Career progression opportunities

Importance

62%

Opportunity to learn and develop new skills

58%

Financial remuneration

56%

Work life balance

47%

Job Security

48%
0

10%

Figure 3.8
The most effective learning and development activities
Source: ACCA
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An integrated approach
The highest performing organisations within the business services sector take an integrated
approach to talent management. Training and education is never done in isolation, rather it is
part of a wider employee strategy including career paths, role profiling, competency mapping,
mentoring, coaching and cultural change.
With the ascent of digital transformation, roles in the business services sector are changing
significantly. As a result, there is an increased focus on supporting innovation, taking a more
entrepreneurial outlook and leveraging data effectively.
This not only requires the development of new skill-sets – commercial insight, digital know-how,
process reengineering, business partnering, analytics – but also a dramatic shift in culture.
As a result, learning interventions need to be adapted, with the use of new techniques such
as reverse mentoring and the use of social media platforms.
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On the job learning

53%

Job rotations

31%

Mentoring

27%

Professional qualifications

23%

External learning

20%
0

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Figure 3.9
Top 5 most effective learning and development activities
Source: ACCA

As the role of business service and the way such organisations operate changes, so too must
the talent mix within the organisation. This raises an urgent question for leaders: what new skills
and capabilities will finance need to perform effectively in the future?
The first challenge is to identify exactly what skills will be required and by when. While this is no
easy task, organisations generally agree that a solid grounding in the fundamental techniques and
skills will still – and always – be required. However, there needs to be an increased awareness and
knowledge in key areas such as of predictive analysis, data science, and data visualisation, not to
mention a greater commercial edge.
Having identified these requirements, the next step is to determine how exactly these skills will be
obtained. The education sector is started to realise this, developing broader learning offerings that
focus on both technical and business skills. But business service organisations also need to play
their part. It is unrealistic to expect fresh graduates to have all the skills and knowledge required,
instead companies should be hiring staff with a solid grounding in the fundamental skills and
prepare to invest in their development, through both internal and external learning and development
activities.

Effectiveness

60%
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Chapter Content Provider: Randstad
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CZECH MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS

2,5%

5%

Source: Eurostat

Source: Czech National Bank

unemployment rate in the Czech
Republic (November, 2017)

1 118 €

average gross monthly salary (Q3 2017)
in Q3 2017, the average monthly salary
was 6,8% higher than in corresponding
period of 2016
Source: Czech Statistical Office

GDP Growth in Q3 2017
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Key labour code characteristics
»» Typical employment contract is indefinite
»» Second most common is a fixed period contract
»» May be concluded cumulatively for a maximum of three years and can
be renewed twice, meaning a maximum of nine years in total

Employment
contracts

»» Other possible forms of employment contracts include:
»» Agreement to perform work: used mainly for part time employment,
scope of work must not exceed 20 hours per week

»» Agreement to complete work: the scope must not exceed
300 hours per calendar year for one employer

»» Probation period must last no longer than three months
(six months for managerial positions)
Notice periods

»» Mandatory notice period of two months for employers and employees

Contributions

»» Employers: 34% (for social security and health insurance)
»» Employees: 11% (for social security and health insurance)

Working hours

»» 40 hours is the standard working week
»» 38.75 hours is the maximum those working two- shifts operations can work in a week
»» 38.75 hours is the maximum those working continuous
and three-shifts operations can work in a week

»» Night shifts must not exceed eight hours in 24 consecutive hours

Overtime

»» 150 hours is the maximum amount of overtime an employer may request in any calendar year
»» Can rise to 300 hours if agreed in writing
»» Overtime must not exceed an average of eight hours per week for more than 26 weeks
Premiums of at least 10% of minimum hourly wage must be paid for night/weekend work

»» Additional bonus of at least 25% of salary must be paid for overtime hours
»» Rises to 100% for bank holidays, additional holiday entitlement may be agreed on instead
Annual leave

Standard benefits
offered to specialists

»» 20 days is the minimum requirement per year, plus approx. 14 days of paid state holidays
»» Often employers increase this by an additional week or two
»» Flexible working hours
»» Additional holiday entitlement
»» Trainings
»» Meal vouchers / contribution
»» Pension contributions and/
or life insurance

»» Contribution for sport, cultural activities
»» Pleasant workplace: free drinks and
Above the standard
benefits (typical for
IT, BSC, finance,
managerial positions)

»»
»»
»»
»»

food, play zones, fitness classes,
sport facilities, massages…..
Kids clubs, kindergartens,
au-pair services
Company car
Smartphones, laptops –
the latest models
Home office

»» Medical care
»» Sick days
»» Bridge days
»» Cafeteria plan
»» Transport contributions
»» Refreshment at a workplace
»» Presents for anniversaries/birthdays
»» Family days
»» Team building activities
»» Free Language courses
»» Couching & personal development
»» Above-standard medical care
»» Trainings & personal
development programs
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HR tech with
heart and soul.

Success
depends
boss fit
on the
people
around you.
That's why making
the right decisions
on who you're
surrounded by count.

True Fit ©
methodology

job fit

company fit

Randstad believes in the power of people and
finds the best candidates to help you grow,
perform and succeed.
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Prague
Salary grade
Junior
0 - 2 years
experience ENG

Salary grade
Senior
3 - 5 years
experience ENG

Accountant AP/AR - High school/Univer. Degree, Microsoft office, detail
oriented, invoicing process, administration, KPI fulfillment - nr. of errors/
discrepancies

28 - 33 000

33 - 40 000

5 - 10 000

2

TAX Accountant - High school/Univer. Degree, Microsoft office, detail
oriented, Complex TAX knowledge, finance background, administration

35 - 45 000

45 - 70 000

5 - 10 000

3

Financial Controler - University degree in economics, at least 2 - 3 years
in finance, Analytical Skills, Excel perfect knowledge, reporting,

35 - 45 000

45 - 80 000

5 - 10 000

2

Financial Analyst - University degree in economics, at least 2 - 3 years
in finance, Analytical Skills, Excel perfect knowledge, reporting,

30 - 40 000

40 - 70 000

5 - 10 000

2

General Ledger - University degree in economics, at least 2 -3 years in
finance, Complex background in accounting, Accounting standard IFRS,
US GAAP, Excel, reporting

45 - 55 000

55 - 70 000

5 - 10 000

4

Team Leader Finance - High school/Univer. Degree, Leading group
10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office, Reporting KPI, Leadership skills,
at least 2 - 4 years in Finance, Board - 3 position

65 - 90 000

5 - 10 000

2

Finance Manager - University degree, at least 3 - 5 years in Finance,
Management of Team Leaders, KPI set up,Implementor of finance strategy,
reporting, Microsoft office, Board - 3 position

80 - 120 000

10 - 15 000

1

Director of Finance - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years in Finance.
Stategy owner of Financial Process and creator, leadership skills,
ERP Set up, Microsoft office, Board -1 position

120 - 200 000

15 - 20 000

1

IT roles

HR roles

Finacial roles

Position

Language
proficiency
per additional
language

Recruitability of
profiles 1 easy
to find, 5 very
difficult

HR Administration - High school/Univer. Degree, Microsoft office, detail
oriented, preparation of onboarding administration, KPI fulfillment nr. of errors/discrepancies

30 - 38 000

38 - 50 000

5 - 10 000

2

Payroll Specialist - High school/Univer. Degree, payroll administration/
preparation, detail oriented, customer approach, KPI fulfillment nr. of errors/discrepancies

30 - 35 000

35 - 45 000

5 - 10 000

2

Learning&Development Specialist - High school/Univer. Degree,
Microsoft office, development and training set up based on requirement
of TL, assesment center program, administrative type

35 - 40 000

40 - 50 000

5 - 10 000

2

Recruitment Specialist - High school/Univer. Degree, candidate search,
prescreening, interviewing, advertisement creating, KPI fulfillment nr. of delivered/interviewed candidates

35 - 43 000

40 - 55 000

5 - 10 000

2

HR Business Partner - University degree in HR, at least 2 -3 years in HR,
knowledge of the branch and internal process, demand on Hiring manager,
feedback delivery, Microsoft office

45 - 55 000

55 - 75 000

5 - 10 000

2

HR Team Leader - High school/Univer. Degree, Leading group
10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office, Reporting KPI, Leadership skills,
at least 3 - 5 years in HR Board - 2/3 position

55 - 70 000

70 - 90 000

5 - 10 000

1

HR Manager - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years in HR Stategy owner
of HR Process, implementor and creator, leadership skills, KPI set up,
reporting, Microsoft office, Board -1/2 position

85 - 110 000

110 - 130 000

10 - 15 000

1

IT Help desk - High school/Univer. Degree, technically oriented,
basic IT background, KPI - nr. of tickets solved

35 - 40 000

37 - 50 000

5 - 10 000

2

IT infrastructure average - University degree, technical skill set,
IT background for at least 3 years (front/back)

55 - 80 000

80 - 110 000

10 - 15 000

4

IT Development average - University degree, technical skill set,
IT background for at least 3 years (front/back)

50 - 75 000

75 - 100 000

10 - 15 000

5
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Prague
Salary grade
Junior
0 - 2 years
experience ENG

Salary grade
Senior
3 - 5 years
experience ENG

65 - 85 000

85 - 100 000

15 - 20 000

2

IT Project mananger - University degree in technical environment, at least
4 years in IT sector, project lead managmement, KPI oriented, set up
project strategy, Board - 2/3 position

110 - 140 000

130 - 160 000

15 - 20 000

3

IT Manager - University degree in technical environment, at least 5 - 7 years
in IT sector, Leadership, reporting, manageral skills, Board -1/2 position

120 - 150 000

150 - 180 000

15 - 20 000

2

Customer Service representative - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales
& Customer oriented, Microsoft office, KPI driven, ability to work under
pressure. KPI nr. of customers processed, customer satisfaction survey
1 - 5 ranking

28 - 33 000

33 - 40 000

5 - 10 000

2

Order Clerk - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales & Customer oriented,
Microsoft office, KPI driven, order management, creating and tracking

28 - 33 000

22 - 40 000

5 - 10 000

2

Customer Care team Leader - High school/Univer. Degree, at least
3 - 5 years in branch, Leading group 10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office,
Reporting KPI, Leadership skills, Board - 2/3 position

45 - 55 000

55 - 70 000

10 - 15 000

2

Customer Service Manager - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years
in branch, Leading Customer center operations, Microsoft office, KPI set
up, Strategy owner, creator and implementor, communication with Center
head, Board - 1/2 position

60 - 85 000

85 - 110 000

10 - 15 000

2

Buyer - High school/Univer. Degree, managemenet of 50 - 150 suppliers,
negotiation skills, Sales oriented,

30 - 35 000

35 - 45 000

5 - 10 000

2

Strategic Buyer - High school/Univer. Degree, management of 150 - 2000
suppliers, negotiation skills, Sales oriented, tender manangmeent and
assignment to suppliers, Leader ship skills, reporting, Excel

45 - 60 000

60 - 90 000

5 - 10 000

3

Procure to pay (P2P) - High school/Univer. Degree, integration of the
purchasing department with the accounts payable, Excel, reporting

30 - 35 000

35 - 45 000

5 - 10 000

2

Procurement & Compliance specialist - High school/Univer. Degree,
Supplier kodex creator, focus on internal rules, reporting of discreapncies
and violations, Microsoft office, at leas 2 years in procurement

50 - 65 000

65 - 95 000

5 - 10 000

4

Team Leader P&C - University degree, at least 3 - 5 years in Procurement,
compliance, ethical kodex owner, leader of 10 - 15 colleagues, leadership
skills, KPI set up, reporting, Microsoft office, Board - 2/3 position

55 - 70 000

70 - 90 000

10 - 15 000

2

Manager P&C - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years in Procurement,
compliance, Stategic owner of P&C Process, implementor and creator,
leadership skills, KPI set up, reporting, Microsoft office, Board - 1/2 position

70 - 90 000

90 - 140 000

10 - 15 000

2

Inbound Sales Agent - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales & Customer
oriented, Microsoft office, KPI driven, reporting, Excell, KPI nr. of customers
processed, customer satisfaction survey 1 - 5 ranking

27 - 32 000

30 - 35 000

5 - 10 000

3

Outbound Sales Agent - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales & Customer
oriented, Microsoft office, KPI driven, ability to work under presure,
KPI nr. of sold products, signed contracts

32 - 36 000

35 - 40 000

5 - 10 000

3

Telesales Team Leader - High school/Univer. Degree, Leading group
10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office, Reporting KPI, Leadership skills,
Board - 2/3 position

45 - 55 000

55 - 70 000

10 - 15 000

2

Telesales Manager - University degree, Leading call center operations,
Microsoft office, KPI set up, Strategy owner, creator and implementor,
communication with Center head, Board -1/2 position

60 - 85 000

85 - 110 000

10 - 15 000

2

Position

Sales

Procurement & Compliance

Customer Service support

IT roles

IT Team Leader - University degree in technical environment, at least
4 years in IT sector, Leadership, reporting, Board - 2/3 position

Language
proficiency
per additional
language

Recruitability of
profiles 1 easy
to find, 5 very
difficult
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Brno
Salary grade
Junior
0 - 2 years
experience ENG

Salary grade
Senior
3 - 5 years
experience ENG

Accountant AP/AR - High school/Univer. Degree, Microsoft office, detail
oriented, invoicing process, administration, KPI fulfillment - nr. of errors/
discrepancies

25 - 30 000

30 - 38 000

5 - 10 000

2

TAX Accountant - High school/Univer. Degree, Microsoft office, detail
oriented, Complex TAX knowledge, finance background, administration

28 - 32 000

32 - 45 000

5 - 10 000

3

Financial Controler - University degree in economics, at least 2 - 3 years
in finance, Analytical Skills, Excel perfect knowledge, reporting,

30 - 37 000

37 - 60 000

5 - 10 000

3

Financial Analyst - University degree in economics, at least 2 - 3 years
in finance, Analytical Skills, Excel perfect knowledge, reporting,

30 - 37 000

37 - 60 000

5 - 10 000

2

General Ledger - University degree in economics, at least 2 -3 years in
finance, Complex background in accounting, Accounting standard IFRS,
US GAAP, Excel, reporting

35 - 45 000

45 - 55 000

5 - 10 000

3

Team Leader Finance - High school/Univer. Degree, Leading group
10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office, Reporting KPI, Leadership skills,
at least 2 - 4 years in Finance, Board - 3 position

38 - 45 000

45 - 60 000

5 - 10 000

2

Finance Manager - University degree, at least 3 - 5 years in Finance,
Management of Team Leaders, KPI set up,Implementor of finance strategy,
reporting, Microsoft office, Board - 3 position

50 - 60 000

60 - 85 000

10 - 15 000

1

Director of Finance - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years in Finance.
Stategy owner of Financial Process and creator, leadership skills,
ERP Set up, Microsoft office, Board -1 position

70 - 85 000

85 - 110 000

15 - 20 000

1

HR Administration - High school/Univer. Degree, Microsoft office, detail
oriented, preparation of onboarding administration, KPI fulfillment nr. of errors/discrepancies

25 - 28 000

30 - 35 000

5 - 10 000

1

Payroll Specialist - High school/Univer. Degree, payroll administration/
preparation, detail oriented, customer approach, KPI fulfillment nr. of errors/discrepancies

25 - 30 000

30 - 36 000

5 - 10 000

2

Learning&Development Specialist - High school/Univer. Degree,
Microsoft office, development and training set up based on requirement
of TL, assesment center program, administrative type

25 - 30 000

30 - 45 000

5 - 10 000

3

Recruitment Specialist - High school/Univer. Degree, candidate search,
prescreening, interviewing, advertisement creating, KPI fulfillment nr. of delivered/interviewed candidates

30 - 38 000

38 - 50 000

5 - 10 000

3

HR Business Partner - University degree in HR, at least 2 -3 years in HR,
knowledge of the branch and internal process, demand on Hiring manager,
feedback delivery, Microsoft office

38 - 45 000

45 - 65 000

5 - 10 000

2

HR Team Leader - High school/Univer. Degree, Leading group
10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office, Reporting KPI, Leadership skills,
at least 3 - 5 years in HR Board - 2/3 position

45 - 60 000

60 - 85 000

5 - 10 000

1

HR Manager - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years in HR Stategy owner
of HR Process, implementor and creator, leadership skills, KPI set up,
reporting, Microsoft office, Board -1/2 position

60 - 85 000

85 - 120 000

10 - 15 000

1

IT Help desk - High school/Univer. Degree, technically oriented,
basic IT background, KPI - nr. of tickets solved

28 - 33 000

33 - 40 000

5 - 10 000

2

IT infrastructure average - University degree, technical skill set,
IT background for at least 3 years (front/back)

40 - 50 000

50 - 65 000

10 - 15 000

3

IT Development average - University degree, technical skill set,
IT background for at least 3 years (front/back)

40 - 50 000

50 - 90 000

10 - 15 000

5

IT roles

HR roles

Finacial roles

Position

Language
proficiency
per additional
language

Recruitability of
profiles 1 easy
to find, 5 very
difficult
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Brno
Salary grade
Junior
0 - 2 years
experience ENG

Salary grade
Senior
3 - 5 years
experience ENG

IT Team Leader - University degree in technical environment, at least
4 years in IT sector, Leadership, reporting, Board - 2/3 position

45 - 60 000

60 - 75 000

15 - 20 000

3

IT Project mananger - University degree in technical environment, at least
4 years in IT sector, project lead managmement, KPI oriented, set up
project strategy, Board - 2/3 position

50 - 65 000

65 - 100 000

15 - 20 000

3

IT Manager - University degree in technical environment, at least 5 - 7 years
in IT sector, Leadership, reporting, manageral skills, Board -1/2 position

80 - 90 000

90 - 140 000

15 - 20 000

2

Customer Service representative - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales
& Customer oriented, Microsoft office, KPI driven, ability to work under
pressure. KPI nr. of customers processed, customer satisfaction survey
1 - 5 ranking

25 - 30 000

30 - 38 000

5 - 10 000

2

Order Clerk - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales & Customer oriented,
Microsoft office, KPI driven, order management, creating and tracking

25 - 30 000

30 - 37 000

5 - 10 000

2

Customer Care team Leader - High school/Univer. Degree, at least
3 - 5 years in branch, Leading group 10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office,
Reporting KPI, Leadership skills, Board - 2/3 position

40 - 50 000

45 - 55 000

5 - 10 000

2

Customer Service Manager - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years
in branch, Leading Customer center operations, Microsoft office, KPI set
up, Strategy owner, creator and implementor, communication with Center
head, Board - 1/2 position

70 - 80 000

80 - 100 000

10 - 15 000

2

Buyer - High school/Univer. Degree, managemenet of 50 - 150 suppliers,
negotiation skills, Sales oriented,

28 - 33 000

33 - 45 000

5 - 10 000

2

Strategic Buyer - High school/Univer. Degree, management of 150 - 2000
suppliers, negotiation skills, Sales oriented, tender manangmeent and
assignment to suppliers, Leader ship skills, reporting, Excel

35 - 50 000

50 - 60 000

5 - 10 000

3

Procure to pay (P2P) - High school/Univer. Degree, integration of the
purchasing department with the accounts payable, Excel, reporting

28 - 33 000

33 - 42 000

5 - 10 000

2

Procurement & Compliance specialist - High school/Univer. Degree,
Supplier kodex creator, focus on internal rules, reporting of discreapncies
and violations, Microsoft office, at leas 2 years in procurement

45 - 55 000

55 - 70 000

5 - 10 000

4

Team Leader P&C - University degree, at least 3 - 5 years in Procurement,
compliance, ethical kodex owner, leader of 10 - 15 colleagues, leadership
skills, KPI set up, reporting, Microsoft office, Board - 2/3 position

55 - 70 000

70 - 80 000

10 - 15 000

2

Manager P&C - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years in Procurement,
compliance, Stategic owner of P&C Process, implementor and creator,
leadership skills, KPI set up, reporting, Microsoft office, Board - 1/2 position

65 - 80 000

80 - 100 000

10 - 15 000

2

Inbound Sales Agent - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales & Customer
oriented, Microsoft office, KPI driven, reporting, Excell, KPI nr. of customers
processed, customer satisfaction survey 1 - 5 ranking

25- 30 000

29 - 34 000

5 - 10 000

3

Outbound Sales Agent - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales & Customer
oriented, Microsoft office, KPI driven, ability to work under presure,
KPI nr. of sold products, signed contracts

26 - 32 000

30 - 36 000

5 - 10 000

3

Telesales Team Leader - High school/Univer. Degree, Leading group
10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office, Reporting KPI, Leadership skills,
Board - 2/3 position

40 - 50 000

45 - 55 000

5 - 10 000

2

Telesales Manager - University degree, Leading call center operations,
Microsoft office, KPI set up, Strategy owner, creator and implementor,
communication with Center head, Board -1/2 position

55 - 80 000

80 - 100 000

10 - 15 000

2

Sales

Procurement & Compliance

Customer Service support

IT roles

Position

Language
proficiency
per additional
language

Recruitability of
profiles 1 easy
to find, 5 very
difficult
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Ostrava
Salary grade
Junior
0 - 2 years
experience ENG

Salary grade
Senior
3 - 5 years
experience ENG

Accountant AP/AR - High school/Univer. Degree, Microsoft office, detail
oriented, invoicing process, administration, KPI fulfillment - nr. of errors/
discrepancies

25 - 30 000

30 - 35 000

5 - 10 000

2

TAX Accountant - High school/Univer. Degree, Microsoft office, detail
oriented, Complex TAX knowledge, finance background, administration

28 - 38 000

38 - 50 000

5 - 10 000

3

Financial Controler - University degree in economics, at least 2 - 3 years
in finance, Analytical Skills, Excel perfect knowledge, reporting,

30 - 35 000

37 - 45 000

5 - 10 000

3

Financial Analyst - University degree in economics, at least 2 - 3 years
in finance, Analytical Skills, Excel perfect knowledge, reporting,

34 - 38 000

40 - 45 000

5 - 10 000

3

General Ledger - University degree in economics, at least 2 -3 years in
finance, Complex background in accounting, Accounting standard IFRS,
US GAAP, Excel, reporting

35 - 45 000

40 - 55 000

5 - 10 000

3

Team Leader Finance - High school/Univer. Degree, Leading group
10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office, Reporting KPI, Leadership skills,
at least 2 - 4 years in Finance, Board - 3 position

50 - 70 000

5 - 10 000

2

Finance Manager - University degree, at least 3 - 5 years in Finance,
Management of Team Leaders, KPI set up,Implementor of finance strategy,
reporting, Microsoft office, Board - 3 position

65 - 90 000

5 - 10 000

1

Director of Finance - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years in Finance.
Stategy owner of Financial Process and creator, leadership skills,
ERP Set up, Microsoft office, Board -1 position

90 - 120 000

15 - 20 000

1

IT roles

HR roles

Finacial roles

Position

Language
proficiency
per additional
language

Recruitability of
profiles 1 easy
to find, 5 very
difficult

HR Administration - High school/Univer. Degree, Microsoft office, detail
oriented, preparation of onboarding administration, KPI fulfillment nr. of errors/discrepancies

23 - 27 000

27 - 35 000

5 - 10 000

2

Payroll Specialist - High school/Univer. Degree, payroll administration/
preparation, detail oriented, customer approach, KPI fulfillment nr. of errors/discrepancies

25 - 33 000

33 - 40 000

5 - 10 000

2

Learning&Development Specialist - High school/Univer. Degree,
Microsoft office, development and training set up based on requirement
of TL, assesment center program, administrative type

25 - 33 000

35 - 43 000

5 - 10 000

3

Recruitment Specialist - High school/Univer. Degree, candidate search,
prescreening, interviewing, advertisement creating, KPI fulfillment nr. of delivered/interviewed candidates

28 - 30 000

30 - 40 000

5 - 10 000

2

HR Business Partner - University degree in HR, at least 2 -3 years in HR,
knowledge of the branch and internal process, demand on Hiring manager,
feedback delivery, Microsoft office

45 - 65 000

5 - 10 000

2

HR Team Leader - High school/Univer. Degree, Leading group
10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office, Reporting KPI, Leadership skills,
at least 3 - 5 years in HR Board - 2/3 position

65 - 85 000

5 - 10 000

1

HR Manager - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years in HR Stategy owner
of HR Process, implementor and creator, leadership skills, KPI set up,
reporting, Microsoft office, Board -1/2 position

80 - 120 000

10 - 15 000

1

IT Help desk - High school/Univer. Degree, technically oriented,
basic IT background, KPI - nr. of tickets solved

25- 30 000

30 - 35 000

5 - 10 000

2

IT infrastructure average - University degree, technical skill set,
IT background for at least 3 years (front/back)

40 - 50 000

50 - 65 000

10 - 15 000

4

IT Development average - University degree, technical skill set,
IT background for at least 3 years (front/back)

40 - 50 000

50 - 90 000

10 - 15 000

5
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Ostrava

Sales

Procurement & Compliance

Customer Service support

IT roles

Position

Salary grade
Junior
0 - 2 years
experience ENG

Salary grade
Senior
3 - 5 years
experience ENG

Language
proficiency
per additional
language

Recruitability of
profiles 1 easy
to find, 5 very
difficult

IT Team Leader - University degree in technical environment, at least
4 years in IT sector, Leadership, reporting, Board - 2/3 position

70 - 85 000

15 - 20 000

2

IT Project mananger - University degree in technical environment, at least
4 years in IT sector, project lead managmement, KPI oriented, set up
project strategy, Board - 2/3 position

80- 100 000

15 - 20 000

3

IT Manager - University degree in technical environment, at least 5 - 7 years
in IT sector, Leadership, reporting, manageral skills, Board -1/2 position

90- 130 000

15 - 20 000

2

Customer Service representative - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales
& Customer oriented, Microsoft office, KPI driven, ability to work under
pressure. KPI nr. of customers processed, customer satisfaction survey
1 - 5 ranking

20 - 25 000

25 - 30 000

5 - 10 000

2

Order Clerk - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales & Customer oriented,
Microsoft office, KPI driven, order management, creating and tracking

20 - 25 000

25 - 30 000

5 - 10 000

2

Customer Care team Leader - High school/Univer. Degree, at least
3 - 5 years in branch, Leading group 10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office,
Reporting KPI, Leadership skills, Board - 2/3 position

30 - 40 000

35 - 45 000

5 - 10 000

2

50 - 65 000

10 - 15 000

2

Customer Service Manager - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years
in branch, Leading Customer center operations, Microsoft office, KPI set
up, Strategy owner, creator and implementor, communication with Center
head, Board - 1/2 position
Buyer - High school/Univer. Degree, managemenet of 50 - 150 suppliers,
negotiation skills, Sales oriented,

28 - 33 000

33 - 42 000

5 - 10 000

2

Strategic Buyer - High school/Univer. Degree, management of 150 - 2000
suppliers, negotiation skills, Sales oriented, tender manangmeent and
assignment to suppliers, Leader ship skills, reporting, Excel

42 - 55 000

55 - 65 000

5 - 10 000

3

Procure to pay (P2P) - High school/Univer. Degree, integration of the
purchasing department with the accounts payable, Excel, reporting

28 - 33 000

33 - 42 000

5 - 10 000

2

Procurement & Compliance specialist - High school/Univer. Degree,
Supplier kodex creator, focus on internal rules, reporting of discreapncies
and violations, Microsoft office, at leas 2 years in procurement

40 - 55 000

50 - 75 000

5 - 10 000

4

Team Leader P&C - University degree, at least 3 - 5 years in Procurement,
compliance, ethical kodex owner, leader of 10 - 15 colleagues, leadership
skills, KPI set up, reporting, Microsoft office, Board - 2/3 position

65 - 75 000

10 - 15 000

2

Manager P&C - University degree, at least 5 - 7 years in Procurement,
compliance, Stategic owner of P&C Process, implementor and creator,
leadership skills, KPI set up, reporting, Microsoft office, Board - 1/2 position

80 - 100 000

10 - 15 000

2

Inbound Sales Agent - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales & Customer
oriented, Microsoft office, KPI driven, reporting, Excell, KPI nr. of customers
processed, customer satisfaction survey 1 - 5 ranking

25- 30 000

29 - 34 000

5 - 10 000

3

Outbound Sales Agent - High school/Univer. Degree, Sales & Customer
oriented, Microsoft office, KPI driven, ability to work under presure,
KPI nr. of sold products, signed contracts

26 - 32 000

30 - 36 000

5 - 10 000

3

Telesales Team Leader - High school/Univer. Degree, Leading group
10 - 15 colleagues, Microsoft office, Reporting KPI, Leadership skills,
Board - 2/3 position

30 - 50 000

35 - 55 000

5 - 10 000

3

65 - 85 000

10 - 15 000

2

Telesales Manager - University degree, Leading call center operations,
Microsoft office, KPI set up, Strategy owner, creator and implementor,
communication with Center head, Board -1/2 position
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Office Market in the Czech Republic
The Czech Republic has continued to demonstrate stable economic growth which has translated into
a steady development of the country’s office markets. With over 4 million m2 of modern office stock
it is the second largest office market in Central and Eastern Europe (after Poland) and continues
to expand at a healthy pace (almost 380,000 m2 under construction). The Czech Republic currently
offers 3 main city hubs from which to launch and grow business services - Prague, Brno and Ostrava.

Stock (m2)
Under construction (m2)
(m2)

214,900

(m2)

4,500

Prime rents (€ / m2 / month)

(%)

17.6

Average rents (€ / m2 / month)

(m2)

6,400

Vacancy rate (%)
Demand (m2)

(€ / m2 / month) 10.0 – 11.5
(€ / m2 / month) 7.0 – 9.0

(m2)

547,000

(m )

40,200

(%)

9.7

2

Prague

25,300

(m2)
(m )

3,279,700

(€ / m / month) 12.0 – 13.5

(m2)

333,200

(€ / m2 / month) 9.0 – 12.5

(%)

7.7

(m )

364,200

2

2

(€ / m2 / month) 19.0 – 20.0
(€ / m2 / month) 14.0 – 16.0

Figure 5.1
Overview of office market in Prague, Brno and Ostrava
Source: JLL, Research Forum, Q3 2017

2

Brno

Ostrava
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OFFICE MARKET IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC, KEY DATA

Prague
» As the capital city, Prague represents the largest and the most established office market
in the Czech Republic. Its total office stock currently stands at almost 3.3 million m2
of modern office space and comprises mainly A-class properties.
» Strongly supported by healthy economic growth, we have registered strong leasing activity in
Q1-Q3 2017 exceeding the level of 364,200 m2. Demand for offices was dominated by new leases
and renewals of existing contracts. The level of renegotiations stood at 31%. Occupier activity in
2016 and 2017 was driven mainly by the IT sector, professional services and financial companies
with several key SSC/ICT players such as SAP, CSC Computer Sciences, Johnson & Johnson, MSD,
Novartis, Amazon and Accenture relocating within the market or renewing their space within their
current premises.
»F
 ollowing limited new supply in 2016, when only 33,400 m2 were delivered to the market,
2017 development activity on the Prague office market was high. During Q1-Q3 2017 six office
buildings totalling 65,600 m2 were completed in Prague. Currently, there are over 333,000 m2
of offices under construction with scheduled completion between 2017 and 2019. The total new
office supply for 2017 is estimated to reach the level of 154,000 m2. For 2018 we expect another ca.
193,000 m2 of office space to be delivered to the market.
» As a result of strong leasing activity, we have seen a gradual decline of the vacancy rate
throughout 2017. The Q3 2017 vacancy rate stood at 7.7% representing the lowest level since 2008.
Despite high level of speculative construction, the vacancy rate is estimated to remain low in 2017
and 2018 due to continued high demand.
» Prime rents in Prague oscillate at the level of €19.0 – 20.0 m2/month but are forecasted to slightly
increase over the short-term horizon due to a lack of available space in the city centre and
continued demand for offices. Average rents for office space in Prague range between
€14.0 – 16.0 m2/month.
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Brno
» With 547,000 m2 of modern office space, Brno represents the largest regional office market
in the Czech Republic outside of Prague.
» Brno’s office stock more than doubled in size over the last ten years and development activity
is booming. In Q1-Q3 2017, approximately 17,300 m2 of offices were completed in Brno. Moreover,
the development pipeline remains quite strong for the upcoming year. Approximately 40,200 m2
of office space is currently under construction with scheduled completion in 2018.
» Brno is a market with a strong presence and demand from the business services sector. Out of the
five largest transactions concluded in Brno in 2016 and H1 2017, four were represented by
companies from this sector, namely NetSuite, Red Hat, Lufthansa and AT&T. We expect companies
from the business services sector to remain active in 2018 through the renegotiation and expansion
of their office premises. Overall, we have seen strong and stable leasing activity in Brno over the last
five years with average annual gross demand of 58,000 m2. During H1 2017, demand for offices
in Brno reached 25,300 m2.
» Thanks to strong demand for offices, we have seen a gradual decline of the vacancy
rate since 2013. The current vacancy rate stands at 9.7%. In Brno, there are currently
only around 53,300 m2 of offices immediately available for lease.
» Prime rents in the city of Brno are favourable when compared to the capital city.
The current prime headline rents for the top office projects on the market reach a level
of €12.0 – 13.5 m2/month. The majority of offices on the market are nevertheless being
offered in the range of €9.0 – 12.5 m2/month.
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Ostrava
» The current modern office stock in Ostrava totals 214,900 m2 which makes the city
the third largest office market in the Czech Republic (after Prague and Brno).
» Development activity in Ostrava has been quite constrained over the last couple of years.
Since 2013, only four smaller office buildings with a total leasable area of 14,200 m2 have
been completed. Currently, there is only one project under construction, with planned
completion for 2018, enlarging the office market by an additional 4,500 m2.
» Following a positive year in 2015, in terms of occupier activity, when tenants leased more
than 20,000 m2, demand for offices slowed down to 14,200 m2 in 2016 and 6,400 m2 in
H1 2017. We have seen many small deals signed on numerous buildings, with larger deals
being exceptional. Business services remain active on the market. Lately we have registered,
for example a renegotiation of Moneta Money Bank and an expansion of ABB.
» Despite limited demand for offices in H1 2017, the vacancy rate in Ostrava has decreased
by 203 bps to its current level of 17.6%. There are currently ten buildings in the city that offer
more than 1,000 m2 of vacant space available for occupiers.
» Prime headline rents remained competitive at a level of €10.0 - 11.5 m2/month however, outside
of the top buildings on the market, offices are being offered in the range of €7.0 – 9.0 m2/month.
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CZECH REPUBLIC
Shared services centres and related activities could be subsidised
by cash grants or tax incentives in the Czech Republic.

Investment Incentives
The investors in the Czech Republic may benefit from using investment incentives for business
support service centres. These include SSCs, data centres and customer support centres.
Shared service centres are understood as business plants or their parts focusing on taking over
the management, operation and administration of international operations such as accounting,
finance, human resources, marketing etc. The internal operations of SSCs are taken over from
a controlling or controlled person or contractual partners, for whom these activities are not the subject
matter of their business. An SSC shall be able to prove its international reach, i.e. services provided
by the SSC shall reach another two countries in addition to the Czech Republic.
The maximum intensity of the investment incentives is 25% of eligible costs in all regions
of the Czech Republic with the exception of Prague.
Shared service centres may utilise the investment incentives in the form of:
» Corporate income tax relief for a period of up to 10 years; and
» Cash grant for job creation (CZK 100,000 – CZK 200,000 in the regions
with a high unemployment rate).
On the top of the 25% of maximal state aid in certain regions:
» Cash grant for training and retraining up to the amount of 50% of the training costs.
The eligible costs may be either calculated as the amount of assets while at least 50% of these
costs must comprise newly acquired machinery. Another possibility of calculating the eligible
costs is the amount of salary costs including social security and health insurance of the newly
created jobs for a two-year period (there are certain limits that apply to salary costs – three times
the average wage).
In order to qualify for the investment incentive, the SSC applicant has to create at least 70 new jobs.
These new jobs shall be created in direct connection with an investment incentive project. Also,
these job positions have to be retained throughout the period of the utilisation of the incentives
(at least for 5 years).

is the leading organization on the Czech market helping companies obtain and manage available grants & incentives and
get fiscal support of their R&D activities. More at www.deloitte.cz or at lhanacek@deloittece.com (+420 606 654 304).
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Special Industrial Zones
That are currently three special industrial zones in the Czech Republic:
» Ostrava – Mošnov;
» Most – Joseph; and
» Holešov.
CZK 50 mil. . Special Industrial Zones
1. Ostrava – Mošnov
2. Most – Joseph
3. Holešov.
CZK 50 mil.
CZK 100 mil.

Figure 6.1
Map A - Minimum Investment in Regions
Source: http://www.czechinvest.org/data/files/map-a-minimum-investment-in-regions-eng-6076-en.pdf

is the leading organization on the Czech market helping companies obtain and manage available grants & incentives and
get fiscal support of their R&D activities. More at www.deloitte.cz or at lhanacek@deloittece.com (+420 606 654 304).
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The special industrial zones are based on the government’s approval and carry special conditions
in respect of investment incentives:
» The cash grant for the creation of new jobs amounts to CZK 300,000/position; and
» Another type of investment incentive: property tax exemption for a period of five years.

CZK 300 ths. - Special Industrial Zones
1. Ostrava – Mošnov
2. Most – Joseph
3. Holešov.
CZK 200 ths. per 1 new job, 50% training
CZK 100 ths. per 1 new job, 25% training

Figure 6.1
Map B - Job Creation, Training and Retraining Grants
Valid from July 1 to December 31, 2017
Source: http://www.czechinvest.org/data/files/map-b-2h-2017-6077-en.pdf

Procedure of Application
The company that wants to apply shall not start the investment project before submitting
an application to CzechInvest which represents the administrative body for investment incentives.

is the leading organization on the Czech market helping companies obtain and manage available grants & incentives and
get fiscal support of their R&D activities. More at www.deloitte.cz or at lhanacek@deloittece.com (+420 606 654 304).
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Application
Acceptance

Offer

max. 1 month
CzechInvest
evaluates the
project

approx. 2-3
months
ministries
evaluate the
project

Offer Acceptance

max. 3 months
(this period
is taken by
the investor)

Investor cannot start any works on the project
or hire new employees.

Decision

Contracts on Grants
with the Ministry
of Labour

max. 1 month

Investor can start works on project and hire new employees.

Figure 6.3
Investment Incentive Application Procedure.
Source: Deloitte.cz

Research and Development Tax Incentives
(R&D Super Tax Deduction)
Background
The corporate income tax rate in the Czech Republic is 19%. The Czech Republic
offers a super tax deduction for costs incurred in qualified research activities.

Nature of incentives
R&D super deduction
The super deductions for qualifying research expenses incurred in the Czech Republic
have two components as follows:

Volume-based super deduction
A super deduction of 200% of the costs incurred during the implementation of R&D projects
is available. The additional 100% deduction provides tax savings of 19% of qualified research
expenses.

is the leading organization on the Czech market helping companies obtain and manage available grants & incentives and
get fiscal support of their R&D activities. More at www.deloitte.cz or at lhanacek@deloittece.com (+420 606 654 304).
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Additional incremental super deduction
To the extent that the amount of qualifying research expenses increased from the prior year,
an additional 10% deduction on the increased amount is permitted. This means that a 210%
deduction is permitted on the qualifying costs that exceed the prior period, thereby providing tax
savings for the increase in research spending to approximately 21% of qualified research expenses.
Expenses are generally eligible for the R&D super deduction if:
» The expenses were incurred by the taxpayer in executing an R&D project concerning experimental
or theoretical work, planning or design work, calculations, technology designs, production
of a functional sample or prototype of a product or its part, connected with the execution
of an R&D project;
» The expenses are expenses that are tax deductible; and
» The expenses are separately identified from other expenses.
If the super deduction cannot be utilised in the current period, it may be carried
forward for three years.

Eligible industries and qualifying costs
The criteria for qualified research are similar to the definition of R&D in the OECD Frascati Manual.
The basic criteria are the presence of a measurable element of novelty and clarification of research
or technical uncertainties. These may exist even if the subject of the research is known in the
industry subject to certain conditions being fulfilled.
Qualifying activities include the introduction of new or improved technology, systems, or services,
and the production of new or improved materials, products and equipment, design and verification
of prototypes, pilots, or demonstration equipment.
Qualifying expenses include wages and salaries, materials, depreciation of tangible assets used in
direct relation to the project, and other operating expenses directly related to the project (i.e. travel
reimbursements, low value assets, costs related to finance leasing, and other operating costs).
While purchased R&D, contract research and other services are typically not qualified research
expenses, limited exceptions exist for the following:
» R&D services provided by public universities and public research institutions;
» Services related to the R&D project (verifying or proving that the result
of the R&D meets the requirements set out by legal regulations); and
» Finance leasing of tangible assets used in a qualified R&D project.
The super deduction cannot include expenses funded through
government/public subsidies.

is the leading organization on the Czech market helping companies obtain and manage available grants & incentives and
get fiscal support of their R&D activities. More at www.deloitte.cz or at lhanacek@deloittece.com (+420 606 654 304).
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Other Concerns
Documentation requirements are imposed on taxpayers that claim super deductions. Before
the project starts, the taxpayer must compile a written R&D document specifying the qualified
activities. At the end of the taxation period, the taxpayer must prepare a document specifying
the costs incurred in the qualified project. These documents must be prepared and retained,
but do not have to be submitted with the annual tax return. These documents, however, may be
reviewed by the tax authorities during a tax audit. An expert opinion that approves the R&D nature
of activities performed within the R&D project may need to be obtained.

Cash Grants from EU funds
Background
The Czech Republic has been a member of the EU since 2014 and has been benefiting
from the European Structural and Investment Funds (ESI Funds). Through 11 programmes,
the Czech Republic has been allocated EUR 24.2 billion from the ESI Funds over the period of
2014-2020. With a national contribution of EUR 7.88 billion, the Czech Republic has a total budget
of EUR 32.08 billion to be invested in various areas, from creating jobs and growth to investing in
research and innovation, protecting the environment, supporting sustainable transport, promoting
employment and labour mobility, and enhancing social inclusion. Companies generally may apply
for various types of direct and indirect support. The amount of the subsidy depends on the type
of the subsidy programme.

Operational Programme Enterprise and Innovation for
Competitiveness (OPEIC)
OPEIC is the most prevalent source of funding share service centres and related activities.
Under OPEIC, approximately EUR 4.3 billion was allocated from the European Regional Development
Fund. OPEIC provides various types of special programmes supporting: R&D activities, innovation,
energy saving projects, training centres, marketing projects, other technology projects, etc.
Detailed rules and conditions are specified in calls for proposals and they can vary call by call. Calls
are announced usually every year with a certain date for opening the call and the submission date
of the applications.
The general conditions to cash grant applicants are as follows:
» It may be a small, medium-sized or large enterprise.
» It must declare in an affidavit that it has been registered as an income tax payer in one of the EU
Member States; the applicant should also realise that it must have established business premises
or a branch in the Czech Republic at the time the aid is disbursed.

is the leading organization on the Czech market helping companies obtain and manage available grants & incentives and
get fiscal support of their R&D activities. More at www.deloitte.cz or at lhanacek@deloittece.com (+420 606 654 304).
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» It must declare in an affidavit that it has no debt towards selected institutions in the country in
which it is based, or in the country its branches are based or towards aid providers from projects
co-financed from the EU budget.
» It must declare in an affidavit that it is not in arrears for wages for its employees and does not have
any outstanding obligations arising from a recovery order drawn up on the basis of a Commission
Decision, declaring the aid as unlawful and incompatible with the internal market.
Projects whose outputs are classified under any of the following sectors are not eligible for support:
» Agriculture, forestry, fishery and aquaculture (CZ-NACE A 01, A 02, A 03);
» The coal industry (CZ-NACE B 05, C 19.1);
» The steel sector;
» Industrial production of synthetic fibres;
» Shipbuilding (CZ-NACE C 30.11);
» Transport and related infrastructure;
» Production and distribution of energy; and
» Energy infrastructure.
General conditions:
» The project must be implemented on the territory of the Czech Republic,
outside the Capital City of Prague.
» The aid applicant must clearly demonstrate ownership or other rights to the property and
land where the project is to be implemented.
» The project does not envisage aid for activities associated with export volumes (export subsidies)
support for the establishment and operation of a distribution network abroad, or for other standard
costs related to export activities (customs, insurance, etc.); or aid contingent on the use of
domestic goods in preference to imported goods.
» The project has not started before the date of submission of the aid application.
» The project may not violate EU horizontal policies or their fundamental principles,
such as gender equality and sustainable development.
The following selected activities for share service centres could be subsidised under OPEIC:

is the leading organization on the Czech market helping companies obtain and manage available grants & incentives and
get fiscal support of their R&D activities. More at www.deloitte.cz or at lhanacek@deloittece.com (+420 606 654 304).
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(1) Establishment and operation of shared services
centres
Specific conditions:
» Minimum number of new jobs requested - in 2016 the call’s minimum number of new jobs
was 10 for small enterprises, 20 for medium-sized enterprises and 40 for large enterprises.
» Minimum investment costs requested – in 2016 the call’s minimum investment
was CZK 0.3 million for small enterprises, CZK 0.5 million for medium-sized enterprises
and CZK 1 million for large enterprises.
Eligible costs:
a) Wages of staff, rental, services of experts; and
b) Hardware, software and other expenditure relating to the project.
Level of public aid:
» 45% of eligible costs for small enterprises;
» 35% of eligible costs for medium-sized enterprises; and
» 25% of eligible costs for large enterprises.

(2) Creation of new IS/ICT solutions
Specific conditions:
» The minimum number of new jobs requested - in 2016 the call’s minimum number of new jobs
was 2 for small enterprises, 3 for medium-sized enterprises and 4 for large enterprises.
» Minimum investment costs requested – in 2016 the call’s minimum investment was
CZK 0.3 million for small enterprises, CZK 0.5 million for medium-sized enterprises
and CZK 1 million for large enterprises.
Eligible costs:
» Wages of staff, rental, services of experts; and
» Hardware, software and other expenditure relating to the project.
Level of public aid:
» 45% of eligible costs for small enterprises;
» 35% of eligible costs for medium-sized enterprises; and
» 25% of eligible costs for large enterprises.

is the leading organization on the Czech market helping companies obtain and manage available grants & incentives and
get fiscal support of their R&D activities. More at www.deloitte.cz or at lhanacek@deloittece.com (+420 606 654 304).
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(3) Construction and modernisation of data centres
Eligible costs:’
» Acquisition of land, buildings;
» Renovation of buildings;
» Hardware;
» Software;
» Other machinery and equipment; and
» Services of experts (only for SMEs).
Level of public aid:
» 45% of eligible costs for small enterprises;
» 35% of eligible costs for medium-sized enterprises; and
» 25% of eligible costs for large enterprises.

Operational Programme Employment (OPE)
OPE focuses mainly on supporting employment and adaptability of the workforce; social inclusion
and combating poverty; social innovation and international cooperation and effective public
administration. The maximum amount of the subsidy depends on the region and job position.
Detailed rules and conditions are specified in calls for proposals and they can vary call by call.
Calls are announced usually every year with a certain date for opening the call and the submission
date of the applications.
The following selected activities for share service centres could be subsidised under OPE:

(4) Training and retraining of employees
A cash grant is provided for general or specific training of employees.
Eligible costs:
» Wages of internal lectures;
» Lost wages of trainees;
» Administration costs of the project (project manager, project administrator);
» Training services;
» Travels; and
» Overheads.
The level of public aid:
» Up to 85% of eligible costs.

is the leading organization on the Czech market helping companies obtain and manage available grants & incentives and
get fiscal support of their R&D activities. More at www.deloitte.cz or at lhanacek@deloittece.com (+420 606 654 304).
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Cross-functional advisory
in the area of business services
SSC Strategic Lab

People Analytics

Flexible & Motivated
Employees

Do you need to energize
your leadership team?
Do you see opportunities
for improvements but
don’t know where to
start? We will help you
mobilize around speciﬁc
change initiatives in one
day creative session.

Will they stay or will
they go? Deloitte People
Analytics solution
identiﬁes people at risk
of leaving, and reasons
why. So that you can
take action before they
really go.

We assist our clients with
ensuring international
mobility of talent,
and setting up ﬂexible
remuneration and
motivational schemes
helping retain and
motivate the employees,
from operational, tax and
legal aspects.

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic

www.deloitte.cz
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Czech Business Services - Our Vision 2025
In this section we focus on the future of the Czech business services sector. The world around
us is changing fast, which poses challenges and opens many opportunities for the investors
and talents in Czech BSCs.
In autumn 2017, we brought together a group of 20 leaders from some of the largest and most
mature Czech and global service centres to craft a vision of where we see our sector developing
in the next 5 to 10 years. These project leaders represent the Business Service industry with over
89,000 employees from a wide range of services and locations across the country.

Together we have created for the first time a common vision
for Czech Business Services in 2025 based on the leaders’
experience of current trends and global opportunities
for their centres.

Together we have created for the first time a common vision for Czech Business Services in 2025
based on the leaders’ experience of current trends and global opportunities for their centres. We have
set out the four main components of Vision 2025 and a summary of each area in this section. The full
Vision 2025 report is now available as a separate report and can be found on the ABSL CZ website.
We are very excited to share the ABSL Vision 2025 with our members and sponsors. The Vision
will form a key part of our strategic plan for the Czech Business Sector in the next few years and will
provide a roadmap for investors and talents in the sector to see the many great opportunities that lie
ahead for Czech service centres.
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Contributors
We would like to thank the following business services leaders for their valuable contributions
to the Vision 2025 project and a give special mention to our strategic partner Deloitte for their
insights and project support.

1. Future Scope of Business Services:
Simona Benešová - BlueLink International CZ, s.r.o.
Radka Bellissimo - Jarden Business Services Group of Newell Brands
Veronika Ben Mansoura - Medtronic Czechia, s.r.o.
Roman Tesař - Lufthansa InTouch
Petr Vašek - Edwards Lifesciences Czech Republic, s.r.o.

2. Workforce of the Future:
Jana Gajdošíková - Dixons Carphone CoE, s.r.o.
Ota Kulhánek - Accenture Services s.r.o.
Tom Desmet - Anheuser-Busch InBev Czech s.r.o.
Marko Laine - NNIT Czech Republic s.r.o.
Steven Reade - CDK Global (Česká Republika) s.r.o.
Dan Smith - OKIN GROUP, a.s.
Hana Púllová - Randstad, s.r.o.

3. Business Environment:
David Mansfeld - JNJ Global Business Services s.r.o.
Klára Černá – CzechInvest;
František Havel - Novartis s.r.o.
Pavel Chovanec – CzechInvest
Bernd Boketta - MANN + HUMMEL Service s.r.o.

4. Technology and automation:
Jan Skoták – Infosys (Czech Republic) Limited, s.r.o.
Ota Kulhánek - Accenture Services s.r.o.
Marta Lipovská – PRCOM
Roman Pavloušek - EDWARDS SERVICES, s.r.o
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» Business Services is a distinct competitive
advantage for the Czech Republic.

Transformation experts.

» Influencing legislation and shaping an ecosystem

» Quality and value - not simple cost savings.

that supports our business growth.

Workforce of the Future

page 98

» Driving and shaping the skill set we need
for the future.
» Our sector as the leader in business education.

Technology and automation

page 103

» Leading the world in the best practices in technology.
» We build the automation and robotics that change
the world.
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1. Future Scope of Business Services
As the sector of Business Service Centres (BSC) we are the pioneers of shared economy and we excel
in the ability to share, standardise, optimise and automate. Also the capacity of the staff in BSCs
in the Czech Republic predetermines sector growth and confirms its strategic position within Europe.
In this short visionary guide we intend to demonstrate the most probable trends in the business
services sector in the coming 5-7 years.

Future scope of services
Recent trends in RPA, AI availability and digital transformation drive the scope of changes further
up the value chain and promote on-boarding of even more complex tasks into BSCs. The new scope
expansions are now in the areas of big data, data mining, analytics and research & development,
i.e. in the areas previously limited to a few specialised groups in companies. Technologies allow
faster processing of large quantities of data that would normally require utilisation of cognitive
capabilities, such as evaluation and summarisation of key information by humans.

The role of BSCs is changing from being a “service provider”
to being a “business partner”, equal to other functions and
departments in the organisation or ordering entity.

The role of BSCs is changing from being a “service provider” to being a “business partner”,
equal to other functions and departments in the organisation or ordering entity. This change in
the role itself leads to the upgrading of the BSCs to becoming an equal business partner to other
leaders in the organisation and even to getting a seat in the board room, thus obtaining a power
to co-lead the changes in the company, not “just implement them”. This may be an important factor
in companies where the opt-in model is used and where the BSCs need to clearly show the benefit
of being part of the BSC model.

Co-existence of human and robotic workforce
Traditional transactional work will no longer be delivered by people but rather be automated and
left to humans to manage as the new “robotic” workforce. New jobs will need to mix analytical
skills with knowledge from IT, process, project and change management areas. The focus will
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be on understanding overall processes and functions and on providing solutions to companywide issues. Typical jobs in the BSCs will focus on handling non-standard situations, resolving
exceptions, troubleshooting, creating solutions based on data mining alongside project
management and change management
The current ”low cost“ locations providing mainly transactional services (for example, India,
Manilla, Mauritius, etc.) will be probably ‘substituted’ by robots and automated processes,
so there is a possibility that people in these locations will significantly improve their skills
(will be able to optimise processes and maintain machines and systems) or the delivery will be
managed in the countries where people will be capable of upgrading their skill sets accordingly.
For the Czech Republic it is a great and very realistic opportunity to be such a country.

Different studies predict that up to

50-60%

of the positions in the BSC sector should be substituted by technologies in three years and
part of the ”free“ workforce can develop new specialisations in driving and tuning the robots
and generally tailoring the usage of the technologies.

Digitalisation
In the time of digitalisation the majority of the BSCs have already started to use automation,
chat bots and some of them also big data analytics and augmented reality to make their
processes more effective, efficient and better controlled.

By 2025, automation of work enabled by digital technologies
is expected to supplement or replace the work of the majority
of knowledge workers.
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Digitalisation of labour will lead to more accurate and effective processes where the
lead time for processing will be significantly reduced. The BSCs have available a huge
amount of data and they will be able to analyse them more quickly and with increased
accuracy. By 2025, automation of work enabled by digital technologies is expected
to supplement or replace the work of the majority of knowledge workers.

Data Security as a Source of Certain Limitation
The processing and storage of data will be increasingly more regulated by authorities in the future
and thus will require additional investments. Such regulation will not only limit the kind of data but
also the length and place of storage.

The GDPR will apply to EU companies in the EU. In the future,
compliance with data protection has to be actively
demonstrated in order to avoid fines and liability.

The GDPR will apply to EU companies in the EU. In the future, compliance with data protection
has to be actively demonstrated in order to avoid fines and liability. Therefore, documented
processes of a systematic (all) risk assessment and risk minimisation are needed, combined
with the transparency of all processes. This will not only apply to own data processing but also
Outsourcing (Commissioned data processing), even outside of the EU.
Many BSCs in the Czech Republic serve a combination of EU and non-EU geographies,
which adds additional complexity to control and processing of personal data.
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2. Workforce of the Future
Czech business centres are among the most advanced in the world and provide excellent career
paths for both Czech and international employees. We believe that most of the global trends
in the future development of the workforce are very much relevant also for the Czech Republic.

Skills of the future in the Business Services sector
Workers performing tasks that automation cannot yet replace become more crucial –
and this means that employers will prioritise creativity, innovation, imagination and
design skills.

Employers will prioritise creativity, innovation, imagination
and design skills.
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Language Skills. Translation tools will reduce the necessity of knowing languages.
Virtual Reality and Video enabled applications will increase the number of interactions
with customers and the importance of a customer service mind-set.

Education of the Future
The current way in which students learn in high schools and universities will be less prevalent.
It will be important for schools to cooperate more closely with businesses to develop their
curricula and students will have more say in what they study, there will be a greater emphasis
on group work and collaborative learning, and far greater exposure to internships and co-ops
in established businesses.

Recruitment and employment in the future
Employer branding. The importance of employer branding will gradually increase.
Czech companies will need to focus on their value proposition to employees, as opposed
to today‘s more general corporate brand reputation and value proposition to customers.
Creative sourcing of talent must now include digital platforms, as well as creative
engagement with talent ecosystems. Companies will need a plan for how to increase
their presence and participation.
International talent. Czech centres will employ close to 50% of foreigners in 2025. The majority
of these employees will still come from EU countries; however, with the demand for talent rising,
we will see an uptick in the number of graduates and experienced talents from
non-European countries.
Gig economy. In this digital age, the workforce will be increasingly mobile and work can
increasingly be done from anywhere, the result being the decoupling of jobs and location.
Future workforce will be a blend of full- and part-time employees, freelance talent and
ecosystem partners.

Workplace in the future
By 2025, roughly 75% of the Czech workforce will be millennials. Corporate cultures of most
large organisations will be directly shaped by this generation’s habits and expectations.
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Retention in the future
Accelerate reskilling. The new jobs that will be created will require skills that do not yet exist
at scale. Workers and organisations will need to shift in their behaviour from point-specific
training to lifelong learning to be readily adaptable to volatile markets.

By 2025, roughly

75%

of the Czech workforce will be millennials.

Role of HR. HR will need to introduce new technologies related to talent and retention people
analytics, which will generate big returns on investment for employers and employees.
Role of leaders. Leaders should be able to plan out experience across the employee lifecycle,
just as they now plan on how to deliver differentiating customer experience.
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3. Business Environment
This Chapter of ABSL – Vision 2025 focuses on the “Business Environment” category, which
aims to ensure a competitive and highly attractive environment in the Czech Republic to facilitate
further growth of the business services sector which would be enabled primarily by the interest
of investors and a wide range of qualified Czech and foreign professionals (from fresh university
graduates to seasoned managers) who would be attractive to the country and the business
services industry.

Czech business service centers employ around 89,000
qualified professionals

We believe that the Czech Republic already offers not only numerous advantages to investors
and citizens but also has all the prerequisites to further accelerate the growth of the business
services sector based on existing solid fundamentals. There are many successful business
services centres operating in the country, employing around 89,000 qualified professionals,
many of them not being Czechs but enjoying living and working in the country. We offer
interesting job opportunities in the country which ranked as one of the safest in the world while
being cosmopolitan too and having a well-operating infrastructure, e.g. in terms of worldwide
accessibility and a developed public transportation system in large cities.
However, we wish to focus on opportunities which would significantly increase
the awareness and recognition of the business services industry.
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We believe the following areas must be addressed:
1. Migration and Visa policy, to remove unnecessary administrative
burdens, streamline and speed up the process of bringing an educated
workforce from non-EU countries and internal mobility of non-EU
citizens already employed in the Czech Republic;
2. H
 ousing policy, to enable professionals having long‑term careers
while providing affordable housing for individuals as well as their
families, and staying in the Czech Republic for a long period of time.
3. Infrastructure, to create a well accessible and reliable working environment
including transportation and connectivity to high speed internet, enabling
comfortable, flexible and efficient means for executing daily work.
4. State incentives, to continue and even extend various programmes supporting
foreign investors to set up business operations with the Czech Republic;
5. Sector awareness, to introduce various educational programmes
focusing on the business services sector and opportunities for students
and other professionals, which should be rolled out in high schools,
universities, and other educational institutions.

While the Czech Republic is still competitive across all skill levels, the compulsory employer
contribution for social security and health insurance is one of the highest in the EU. In order
to remain cost competitive with other countries we wish to cooperate with all state decision
makers on reviewing the current taxation model and other state policies impacting the overall
cost of labour.
As most of the business service centres in the Czech Republic service other EU countries,
it is of paramount importance for the sector that the Czech Republic remain part of the EU.
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4. Technology and automation
Centralisation of business processes in business services centres started with the introduction
of ERP systems and mainly with the fast rise of the Internet that interconnected the globe.
The first business processes that were centralised were simple transactional tasks, but as
the business services industry matured, the work and processes moving to the centralised
operations have grown in complexity and criticality. We analysed the expected future changes
and their impact on the business services sector in the Czech Republic. We used data from
various global analyses focusing on IT technology trends and business services, and also
information that we have collected from ABSL member companies in the Czech Republic.

The first business processes that were centralised were simple
transactional tasks, but as the business services industry
matured, the work and processes moving to the centralised
operations have grown in complexity and criticality.

Key observations and predictions:
» Low value add transactional tasks will be completely automated or omitted by RPA and
AI technologies. This will lead to a significant reduction in current entry level jobs in business
services such as accounts payable, receivables clerks, sales order administrators, L1 services
desk agents, etc.
» New technologies will simplify many complex tasks that today are out of scope for business
service centres and will enable their further centralisation in business service centres
in the Czech Republic leading to the creation of new high-value jobs that will require
new specialised skills.
» A large number of completely new jobs driven by advances in artificial intelligence, social media,
virtual and augmented reality will be created in business service centres. The majority of these
new jobs will require specialised and often narrow domain expertise, making the retraining
of people released from the simplest transactional jobs challenging.
» AI and AI enabled real-time translation tools will completely remove the need for the knowledge
of languages in back-office/non-client facing roles. As a result, hard/technical skills will become
the key skill in the non-client facing roles and the removal of the “language dependency”
will enable further globalisation of the process.
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» Decreasing costs of new technologies coupled with dramatic automation will change
the traditional business cases for centralisation and offshoring (movement of work
to APAC countries) as the cost of labour will become a less important factor. We expect that more
business services work will remain closer to the corporate headquarters and customers.
We will see more business service work located in the Czech Republic and the CEE than
in the traditional low-cost business services locations in APAC (India, China, Philippines).
» Changes in technologies will be permanent and exponential and will put the current
educational system under pressure. Self-study often enabled by online/virtual education
methods will become a prevalent education method for specialist skills.
» Basic knowledge of advanced technologies such as RPA, AI, and data analytics
will become a prerequisite for most jobs in business services.
» Mobile, cloud, and digitalisation technologies will enable work from anywhere and new
employment options such as freelancing, crowd-working, project employment, flexible
working, etc. will become a mainstream employment model.
Considering the impact of the foreseen technological changes on the business services,
we believe that the Czech Republic must adopt the following actions to remain in a competitive
position in the competition for global business service work:
» Computer science, technology related, and innovation focused education must
be an education priority at all levels of schooling starting at elementary schools.
» Drive closer cooperation between the academic and corporate sectors to align education
curricula to the latest demands of the job market including compulsory internships during
the last two years of study.
» Government support of innovation, technology start-ups, and new technologies in general
via technology incubators, economic, administration, and tax support.
» Position the Czech Republic as an innovative country and attract global experts in modern
technologies by significantly simplifying and speeding up the immigration process for
selected professions and professionals.
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